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On June 10, 2021 a meeting was held in this matter before a duly convened Second 

District Subcommittee, Section II consisting of Corrynn Jessica Peters, Chair, Patrick Lawton 

Maurer, member, and John L. Hodges, lay member. During the meeting, the Subcommittee 

voted to approve an agreed disposition for a Public Reprimand with Terms pursuant to Part 6, § 

IV, ,i 13-15.B.4. of the Rules of the Supreme Court ofVirginia. The agreed disposition was 

entered into by the Virginia State Bar, by Renu M. Brennan, Bar Counsel, and Philip John Geib, 

Respondent, pro se. 

WHEREFORE, the Second District Subcommittee, Section II of the Virginia State Bar 

hereby serves upon Respondent the following Public Reprimand with Terms: 

I. FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Respondent was admitted to the Virginia State Bar ("VSB") in 1987. At all relevant times, 

Respondent was a member of the VSB. 

2. Respondent estimates 80% of his practice is before the Workers' Compensation Commission 

("Commission"). 

3. In Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787 (Dec. 18, 2019 Dep. Comm'r Order)1, 

based on concerns that Respondent concurrently represented a claimant and medical provider 

in the same case before the Commission, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed the 

1 See ,i,i 9-36. 



proceedings and directed Respondent to provide evidence of informed consent and waivers to 

the concurrent conflict of interest or legal authority to continue the concurrent representation. 

See Exh. A. The Commission denied Respondent's request for an interlocutory review. 

Respondent initially represented the claimant in his award of lifetime medical expenses, and 

Respondent subsequently filed a medical payment protective application on behalf of the 

medical provider. Respondent did not provide the waivers or authority. Rather Respondent 

filed the case before a different deputy commissioner and continued to act on the case. 

Respondent told the bar investigator that by re-filing on the other commissioner's docket, he 

effectively lifted the stay. Respondent has also asserted that there was no conflict because 

the protective claim he filed on behalf of the medical provider was dismissed without 

prejudice before he reasserted a claim on behalf of the claimant. Respondent did not 

withdraw as counsel for the medical provider after the dismissal without prejudice of its 

claim. 

4. Respondent also concurrently represented the medical provider Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in 

four medical payment applications brought under Va. Code. §65.2-605, while Respondent 

represented claimants against Sentara in 20 unrelated compensability cases. In one case, 

Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN VA00000754691 , Respondent represented the 

claimant, Janet Shumake, against his other client Shumake's insurer, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

( all Sentara entities are referred to herein as "Sentara") both of whom Respondent 

represented in different proceedings before the same tribunal. Respondent did not disclose 

this conflict to his clients prior to entering into the concurrent representation. By Corrected 

Order by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins entered September 4, 2020 and upheld by the full 

Commission December 30, 2020, Respondent was removed as counsel ofrecord for Sentara 
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in the four cases because Respondent's simultaneous representation of claimants against 

Sentara while Respondent represented Sentara in unrelated medical payment applications is a 

breach ofloyalty conflict under Rule 1.7(a)(l). Respondent did not appeal the Commission's 

December 30, 2020 Order. 

5. Notwithstanding the identified concerns spelled out in exacting detail in both Been as of 

December 18, 2019, and Respondent's history and removal as counsel beginning in 2015 , 

Respondent did not take sincere, meaningful steps to appreciate or address the direct adverse 

interest conflict arising out of the matters referenced above and herein. Instead, 

Respondent ' s "actions raise[d] serious concerns over loyalty to his clients, simultaneous 

representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his professional judgment on behalf of 

one client over another." See Deputy Commissioner Jenkins ' September 4, 2020 Corrected 

Order concerning numerous cases 2, at p. 18 citing Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, 

JCN VA 01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018). 

6. As of the date of this agreed disposition, Respondent is in the process of filing letters seeking 

leave to withdraw from all cases in which he has a conflict of interest under Rule 1. 7 

including from representation of medical providers and insurers in medical payment 

applications where he simultaneously represents claimants against those medical providers 

and insurers. 

Background 

7. InFarr v. Lincoln Property Co., JCN VA02000002128 (Jan. 9, 2015), attached as Exh. G, the 

Commission_removed Respondent as counsel because Respondent had a nonwaivable 

2 Flores v. Lowe's Home Centers, Inc., JCN VA00000165031 (Dec.30, 2020), Exh. C. 
Payne v. Broad Bay Country Club ,JCN VA 00000938061 (Dec .30, 2020), Exh. D. 
Cooper v. City of Virginia Beach, JCN VA 00000360230 (Dec.30, 2020), Exh. E. 
Pruitt v. Gutter Works, Solutions, JCN V A00000109473 (Dec.30, 2020), Exh. F. 
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conflict of interest. Respondent represented both the claimant and the medical provider in 

the same case. Respondent asserted a claim on behalf of the medical provider for alleged 

unpaid medical expenses against the claimant's pending reimbursement of funds pursuant to 

Va. Code§ 65.2-309 et seq. The Deputy Commissioner scheduled a telephone conference to 

discuss the concern over a possible conflict of interest between the claimant and the medical 

provider regarding the parties' dispute over a third party order. After the conflict was raised, 

Respondent obtained waivers of the conflicts. The Deputy Commissioner found the conflict 

was nonwaivable because the medical provider asserted a claim against pro rata 

reimbursement payments due directly to the claimant via the third party order. Respondent 

sought reconsideration arguing he obtained waivers from both parties; the matter did not 

involve adverse claims; and both the claimant and provider sought an opinion defining their 

respective responsibilities as to present and future medical expenses. The Deputy 

Commissioner denied reconsideration, and the full Commission affirmed the Deputy 

Commissioner's holding that the existence of a third-party settlement created a nonwaivable 

conflict of interest between the claimant and medical provider in violation of Rule of 

Professional Conduct 1. 7 (b). 

8. In Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA 01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018) the 

Commission stayed all proceedings in the medical provider's claim pending Respondent's 

submission of legal authority to continue his concurrent representation of the claimant and 

medical provider notwithstanding the concurrent conflict of interest. As of December 30, 

2020, Respondent had not provided the authority, and the cases remained stayed. The 

Commission stated as follows : 

"We come full circle to the initial grounds for the stay, Mr. Geib's 
representation of Surgery Center. Maryview Medical Center, a division of the 
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Bon Secours Health Systems, has 40% interest in Surgery Center. As such, Mr. 
Geib ' s successful prosecution of Surgery Center' s claim would financially benefit 
Maryview Medical Center and Bon Secours Health Systems. Meanwhile, Mr. 
Geib maintains representation of parties seemingly adverse to, or invoking a 
conflict of interest with, Bon Secours Health Systems: the claimant in Kennedy v. 
Food Lion against Bon Secours DePaul Medical Center, and a medical provider, 
Wardell Orthopaedics 3, in Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center. Wardell 's 
claim against Maryview Medical Center stands in stark contrast to Surgery 
Center's claim. Mr. Geib ' s successful prosecution ofWardell 's claim would, 
potentially, harm the financial interests of Maryview Medical Center, and by their 
affiliation, the interests of Bon Secours Health Systems. The Commission 
believes that the inherent dangers of simultaneously representing and attacking 
the same client are present despite Mr. Geib's insistence that the two entities are 
entirely distinct from each other in both management and business . 

. . . In some instances, notwithstanding dissimilarity of the subject matter, 
simultaneous representation of adverse clients creates a presumption of adverse 
effect on the lawyer's absolute duty ofloyalty, unless both clients consent to the 
multiple representation. Counsel ' s actions raise serious concerns over loyalty to 
his clients, simultaneous representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his 
professional judgment on behalf of one client over another. 

The Commission knows of no waivers completed by any involved parties. 
Mr. Geib provided no legal or ethical authorities to substantiate his continued 
representations of Wardell Orthopaedics against Maryview Medical Center. 
Therefore, all proceedings in Wardell Orthopaedics ' claim against Maryview 
Medical Center are stayed pending counsel ' s submission of legal authority to 
continue such representation." 

As of April 26, 2021 Respondent withdrew as Richardson's counsel. 

Been v. City o(Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787 (Dec. 18, 2019 Dep. Comm'r Order) 

9. Respondent represented claimant who was awarded lifetime medical benefits by Order 

entered May 14, 2013 . Claimant sustained injuries in a February 2012 accident and received 

treatment in 2012 . 

10. On August 31 , 2018, Respondent, as counsel for one of claimant's medical providers, 

Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine, filed a protective medical provider application. Respondent 

3 In Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN VA 00000688079 (Sep. 20, 2016), attached as Exh. H, the Commission 
vacated as overbroad a portion of an order requiring Respondent to disclose all claimant clients who treated 
with his medical provider client, Wardell Orthopaedics P.C. 
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sought to access the web-file to view the case history, and he sought entry of a protective 

claim. 

11. On November 8, 2018, Respondent, as counsel for Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine, filed a 

motion to withdraw the medical provider' s August 31 , 2018 application. 

12. By Order entered November 8, 2018, the Commission dismissed without prejudice the 

Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine's August 31 , 2018 application. 

13. Respondent did not withdraw as counsel of record for Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine. 

14. On November 28, 2018, Respondent, as counsel for the claimant, filed a Request for 

Hearing, which demanded $164.96 in underpaid medical expenses from the employee/carrier 

for treatment provided by Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine for a three week period in 2012. 

Respondent advised that the claimant would seek attorney's fees pursuant to 

Va. Code§ 65.2-713. 

15. On April 10, 2019, Respondent, on behalf of the claimant, submitted for entry a stipulated 

order providing the carrier would pay 90% of the $164.96. 

16. By letter dated April 24, 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins declined to act on the 

stipulated order until Respondent addressed the concurrent representation, and the parties 

either provided (1) clarification regarding the application of the proposed order to the 

interests of the medical provider or (2) a new stipulated order which so clarified. 

17. By response dated May 7, 2019, Respondent asserted that both parties "have an absolute 

interest in having the medical expenses paid by the Carrier" and that either party he 

represented had "standing to go forward to seek payment of the unpaid and/or underpaid 

billed charges and there is no conflict of interest present. .. " 

18. In his May 7, 2019 response, Respondent further stated: 
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I would also note that on April 10, 2019, the Defendants and Claimant's 
counsel reached an Agreement with regards to the payment of the 
underpaid bill charges reflective of the medical treatment provided to the 
Claimant. 

19. Instead of addressing Deputy Commissioner Jenkins ' concerns regarding the concurrent 

conflict of interest, on June 13, 2019, Respondent filed a new copy of the proposed stipulated 

order signed by (1) Respondent as counsel for the claimant; (2) another attorney as counsel 

for the defendant; and (3) the office manager for the medical provider. The settlement 

agreement resulted in the reduction by 10% of the claimant's pending claim for full payment 

and a foreclosure of the medical provider' s alternative option to pursue its full claim. 

20. Respondent sent Deputy Commissioner Jenkins two more letters, in July and November 

respectively, and then requested the Commission address the stipulated order. 

21. By Order entered December 18, 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins: 

a. noted the concerns Respondent's simultaneous representation of the claimant and 

medical provider in the same case raised including the significant risk of adverse 

interests and the exercise of Respondent 's professional judgment on behalf of one 

client over another; 

b. observed that these concerns were further heightened by Respondent's statutory 

right to a fee, pursuant to Va. Code § 65 .2-714(B ), from the medical provider for 

any sums recovered on claimant's medical bills . The statutory right to pursue fees 

further elicited concern as to whether the medical provider could make an 

informed decision to retain an attorney simultaneously representing the claimant 

in the same case; 
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c. noted that, per the record in the case, it did not appear that the medical provider 

was involved in the settlement negotiations or the decision to reduce its interests 

by 10% to compromise the dispute; and 

d. stayed and removed from the hearing docket "all proceedings related to Mr. 

Geib's representation of the claimant and the medical provider in this matter. .. 

pending counsel's submission of legal authority to continue such concurrent 

representation." Deputy Commissioner Jenkins held that: 

"before moving forward with consideration of these pending claims 
with Mr. Geib continuing to concurrently represent the interests of the 
claimant and the medical provider, it must first be determined whether 
sufficient and timely actions were taken by counsel to appropriately 
waive the potential conflict as required by the Rules of Professional 
Conduct. Also similar to Richardson, there is no indication that any of 
the involved parties have completed any waivers, nor has counsel 
provided any legal or ethical authorities to substantiate his continued 
representation of the claimant and medical providers in this matter." 

22 . On January 10, 2020, Respondent filed a request for interlocutory review of the December 

18, 2019 Order. 

23 . By Order entered January 22, 2020, the Commission denied interlocutory review of the 

December 18, 2019 Order based on the Commission's review of the file and its holding in 

Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 (July 9, 2018). 

24. Respondent did not respond to the ethical concerns addressed in the December 18, 2019 

Order nor did Respondent request the Commission lift the stay. 

25 . On March 23 , 2020, Respondent filed a new Request for Hearing in violation of the 

December 18, 2019 Order staying the case. The Request for Hearing which Respondent filed 

on March 23 , 2020 was identical to the previously pending November 28, 2018 Request for 
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Hearing that was subject to the December 18, 2019 Order, which stayed Respondent's 

continuing representation of the claimant and the medical provider in that matter. 

26. Respondent did not disclose to the Commission that the matter was stayed. 

27. Accordingly, the Commission processed the March 23 , 2020 claim and referred the claim to 

Deputy Commissioner Wise 's docket. 

28 . Respondent did not advise Deputy Commissioner Wise that the matter was stayed, nor did 

Respondent request referral of the matter back to Deputy Commissioner Jenkins for 

consideration and determination as to whether he would lift the stay. 

29. On March 24, 2020, Respondent filed a letter with the Commission objecting to referral of 

that matter to the alternative dispute resolution on behalf of the claimant. 

30. On May 11 , 2020, Respondent filed a letter with Deputy Commissioner Wise stating "that 

the parties in the above referenced matter have resolved their issues to date. Therefore, the 

Claimant respectfully requests to withdraw the current claim, with prejudice, pending before 

the Commission." (Emphasis in original.) 

31. This claim was stayed by the December 18, 2019 Order. 

32. Respondent did not offer Deputy Commissioner Wise any reason why he filed an identical 

claim when the initial claim was stayed. 

33 . By Order entered May 12, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise dismissed the March 23 , 2020 

claim with prejudice and removed it from the Commission's On-The-Record hearing Docket. 

34. By Corrected Order entered September 4, 2020 by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins, Deputy 

Commissioner Wise learned of the December 18, 2019 stay. The Corrected September 4, 

2020 Order is attached as Exhibit B. 
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35. By letter Order entered September 11 , 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise declared his May 

12, 2020 Order void ab initio as Deputy Commissioner Jenkins retained authority over the 

case. Alternatively, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated the May 12, 2020 Order as a result 

of mistake and imposition on the Commission and referred the matter back to Deputy 

Commissioner Jenkins. Deputy Commissioner Wise made the following finding, which 

Respondent did not appeal: 

"The March 23 , 2020 claim was mistakenly referred to my docket due, at least in 
part, to the parties' failure to disclose to the Commission this matter remained 
under the authority of the Honorable Terry Jenkins, Deputy Commissioner, 
pursuant to his Order dated December 18, 2019." 

36. In Cooper v. City of Virginia Beach, JCN VA00000360230 (Dec. 30, 2020) the Commission 

observed that Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' 

"directive [in Been] went completely unheeded. Contrary to Attorney Geib's 
assertions, his withdrawal from a case or other activity, or an attempt to do so, 
was not the equivalent of complying with the initial Order. Rather, it absurdly 
flew in the face of an unequivocal judicial directive. Attorney Geib' s continued 
participation in attempts to resolve any conflict does not address the prior 
existence of the conflict. Most significantly, none of these efforts comported with 
the mandate issued on December 19, 2019. 

An attorney with a pending conflict of interest cannot settle the case in which the 
conflict exists and then maintain the conflict is moot. To accept such a 
proposition would allow an attorney engaged in unethical behavior to subvert the 
Rules of Professional Conduct and absolve himself or herself by effecting a 
compromise." 

Flores v. Lowe's Home Centers, Inc., JCN VA00000165031 (Dec. 30, 2020) 
Payne v. Broad Bay Country Club, JCN V A00000930861 (Dec. 30, 2020) 
Cooper v. City of Virginia Beach, JCN V A00000360230 (Dec. 30, 2020) 
Pruitt v. Gutter Works Solutions, JCN VA00000109473 (Dec. 30, 2020) 

Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN V A00000754691 

3 7. Respondent represented the medical provider, Sentara, in four medical provider payment 

applications (Flores, Payne, Cooper, and Pruitt) before the Commission. These cases were 

on Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' docket. As is set forth, by letter dated January 30, 2020, 
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Deputy Commissioner Jenkins requested Respondent file a written response by February 10, 

2020, as to the impact of certain Rules of Professional Conduct including Rule 1. 7 Conflict 

of Interest in permitting the concurrent representation in Shumake and in the four medical 

payment provider applications and the 20 other cases before the Commission 

a. In Flores , on October 25 , 2019, Respondent filed an application alleging that his 
client, the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, was owed an underpayment of 
$2,391.10 and seeking an evidentiary hearing. On January 7, 2020, the 
Commission advised that the Alternative Dispute Resolution Department 
determined that the matter was unresolved and ripe for hearing. That day, 
Respondent filed a motion to compel responses to discovery requests propounded 
on the employer and carrier. 

b. In Payne, on October 30, 2019, Respondent filed an application alleging that his 
client, the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, was owed an underpayment of 
$47,142 and seeking an evidentiary hearing. 

c. In Cooper, on November 5, 2019, Respondent filed an application alleging that 
his client, the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, was owed an underpayment 
of $8,223.49 and seeking an evidentiary hearing. On December 10, 2019, the 
Commission advised that the Alternative Dispute Resolution Department 
determined that the matter was unresolved and ripe for hearing. On January 6, 
2020, the medical provider and the claim administrator, CorVel Corporation, 
submitted an executed Protective Order for review and entry by Deputy 
Commissioner Jenkins . 

d. In Pruitt, on November 7, 2019, Respondent filed an application alleging that his 
client, the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, was owed an underpayment of 
$8,159.22 and seeking an evidentiary hearing. Thereafter, the Commission 
advised that the Alternative Dispute Resolution Department determined that the 
matter was unresolved and ripe for hearing. On January 6, 2020, the medical 
provider and the claim administrator, CorVel Corporation, submitted an executed 
Protective Order for review and entry by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. 

In Pruitt, on January 29, 2020, the Commission scheduled a hearing for March 
30, 2020. On January 30, Respondent filed a motion to withdraw the pending 
claim. 

38. By letter dated February 17, 2020, Respondent denied any conflict in the referenced cases 

and provided his rationale. 
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39. By letter dated February 17, 2020, Respondent asserted that, as to Shumake, Deputy 

Commissioner Jenkins had no jurisdiction over the case which was assigned to Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder. "That claim is expected to be resolved shortly, as the employer has 

agreed to the claimant's providers [sic] recommendations." 

40. In his February 17, 2020 response, Respondent argued that as to Shumake, "neither client's 

interest is materially adverse to the interests of one another in any way, shape, or form." 

41. Critically, in his February 17, 2020 response Respondent stated: "Nonetheless, it is my 

intent to withdraw from the Shumake claim. The claimant is now in a position to try to settle 

her case, given her current clinical condition, and if that occurs that would likely present a 

conflict of interest." 

42. Notwithstanding Respondent's written representation to Deputy Commissioner Jenkins, 

Respondent did not withdraw for five months, after continued litigation and settlement 

negotiations: 

a. By letter dated February 26, 2020, Respondent requested that Deputy 
Commissioner Wilder continue the next hearing set for March 3 because the 
parties were attempting to resolve the issue pending. 

b. By letter dated June 1, 2020, Respondent requested that Deputy Commissioner 
Wilder place the matter on the On-The-Record hearing docket for adjudication. 
Deputy Commissioner Wilder granted Respondent's request and ordered written 
stated positions and supporting evidence by July 21 , 2020. 

c. By letter dated July 2, 2020, Respondent informed Deputy Commissioner Wilder 
of his and the parties' settlement negotiations and requested the Commission 
cancel the July 21 , 2020 directive and transfer the On-The-Record hearing to the 
Full and Final Mediation Docket. 

43. On September 4, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued the Corrected Order removing 

Respondent as counsel of record in the four Sentara cases (Flores, Payne, Cooper, and 
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Pruitt). Deputy Commissioner Jenkins rejected Respondent's argument that he had no 

conflict of interest in Shumake: 

In his response to the Commission' s inquiry, Mr. Geib appears to argue 
that a pending settlement of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc. and the fact that Sentara Healthcare, Inc. never told him it did not intend to 
pay for the treatment claimed by the claimant, Shumake, somehow absolves the 
impermissible conflict he created by filing a claim against Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc[ .] -an entity which is also his client in the four matters pending on the 
undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. We hold that it does not. 

A review of the Shumake file indicates that contrary to Mr. Geib 's 
assertion, as of today, the parties have not settled that matter, and Mr. Geib 
continues to represent the interests of the claimant against his client, Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc. On July 2, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to cancel the pending 
On-The-Record proceeding and have the parties ' dispute transferred to the 
Commission's Mediation Docket for the parties to participate in a full and final 
mediation on behalf of the claimant, Shumake, against the interests of Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc., his client in the five pending matters on the undersigned Deputy 
Commissioner' s docket. 

In his responsive letters to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib even 
acknowledged that attempting to settle the claimant' s case in Shumake would 
likely cause a conflict. And despite his representation that he intended to 
withdraw from representation of the claimant due to this likely conflict, Mr. Geib 
continues to represent the claimant and even now seeks to participate in a full and 
final mediation to settle that case. 

Mr. Geib 's concurrent conflict present in these matters does not fall within 
the exception provided under Rule 1. 7 (b) as there is no indication Sentara 
[Healthcare], Inc. and the clamant, Janet Shumake, have consented to the conflict, 
there is no indication that such consent has been memorialized in writing, and 
most importantly, Rule 1.7(b)(3) applies as Mr. Geib is asserting a claim by his 
client, [Janet] Shumake, against his other client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc., both of 
whom he represents in different proceedings before the same tribunal. 

Mr. Geib has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict 
prior to his entering the concurrent representation, and Mr. Geib has not provided 
any authority to support an argument that his concurrent representation of a claim 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. falls within some exception to Rule 1.7 of the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. For these reasons, we hold that Mr. Geib ' s 
simultaneous representations of and against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in these 
matters has created an impermissible conflict of interest in violation of Rule 1. 7 of 
the Rules of Professional Conduct. Just as the Commission stated in Richardson 
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v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA 01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we 
again find Mr. Geib's "actions raise serious concerns over loyalty to his clients, 
simultaneous representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his 
professional judgment on behalf of one client over another." 

September 4, 2020 Corrected Order, Exh. B, at pp. 16-18. 

44. Only after the September 4, 2020 Order, and only after five months, the above negotiations 

and continued action, did Respondent, by letter dated September 14, 2020, seek leave to 

withdraw as counsel in Shumake. By Order entered September 16, 2020, Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder granted Respondent leave to withdraw as counsel in Shumake. 

45 . By Orders entered December 30, 2020, the full Commission affirmed Deputy Jenkins in the 

four Sentara cases (Flores, Payne, Cooper, and Pruitt) . Respondent did not appeal the 

Commission's Orders. 

46. As of May 12, 2021 , Respondent has been reviewing his cases and clients, identifying 

conflicts, and withdrawing as counsel. Respondent notes that the Commission's electronic 

filing system deems counsel who appeared in any historical case as current counsel until 

counsel files a subsequent motion to withdraw as counsel. Respondent expects to finish the 

identification and withdrawal in all cases by July 1, 2021 . 

II. NATURE OF MISCONDUCT 

Such conduct by Respondent constitutes misconduct in violation of the following 

provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct: 

RULE 1.7 Conflict oflnterest: General Rule. 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation 

involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: 

(1) the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 
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(2) there is significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be 

materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third 

person or by a personal interest of the lawyer. 

(b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under paragraph(a), a 

lawyer may represent a client if each affected client consents after consultation, and: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and 
diligent representation to each affected client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 
(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against 

another client represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding before a 
tribunal; and 

(4) the consent from the client is memorialized in writing. 

RULE 3.4 Fairness To Opposing Party And Counsel 

A lawyer shall not: 

( d) Knowingly disobey or advise a client to disregard a standing rule or a ruling of a tribunal 

made in the course of a proceeding, but the lawyer may take steps, in good faith, to test the validity of 

such rule or ruling. 

RULE 8.4 Misconduct 

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: 

( c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation which reflects 

adversely on the lawyer' s fitness to practice law; 

III. PUBLIC REPRIMAND WITH TERMS 

Accordingly, having approved the agreed disposition, it is the decision of the 

Subcommittee to impose a Public Reprimand with Terms. The terms are: 
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1. Certify in writing to Bar Counsel that Respondent does not concurrently represent any 
adverse parties, and that he has in fact withdrawn from any and all conflicts of interest 
as identified herein and in violation of Rules 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, and 1. 10 on or before July 1, 
2021. 

2. For a period of THREE (3) years following the entry of this Order, the Respondent 
shall not engage in any conduct that violates the Virginia Rules of Professional 
Conduct, including any amendments thereto, and/or which violates any analogous 
provisions, and any amendments thereto, of the disciplinary rules of another 
jurisdiction in which the Respondent may be admitted to practice law. The terms 
contained in this paragraph shall be deemed to have been violated when any ruling, 
determination, judgment, order, or decree has been issued against the Respondent by a 
disciplinary tribunal in Virginia or elsewhere, containing a finding that Respondent 
has violated one or more provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct, provided, 
however, that the conduct upon which such finding was based occurred within the 
period referred to above, and provided, further, that such ruling has become final. 

If any of the terms are not met by the time specified, pursuant to Part 6, § IV, ,i 13-15.F 

of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia, the District Committee shall hold a hearing, and 

Respondent shall be required to show cause by clear and convincing evidence that he timely 

complied and timely certified compliance. If the District Committee determines that Respondent 

did not prove timely compliance and certification by clear and convincing evidence, then the 

matter shall be certified to the Disciplinary Board for the imposition of the agreed alternate 

sanction of a three-year suspension. Any proceeding initiated due to failure to comply with 

terms will be considered a new matter, and an administrative fee and costs will be assessed. 

Pursuant to Part 6, § IV, ,i 13-9.E. of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia, the 

Clerk of the Disciplinary System shall assess costs. 

SECOND DISTRICT SUBCOMMITTEE, 
SECTION II OF THE VIRGINIA STATE BAR 

~~~~~~ 
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Corrynn Jessica Peters 
Subcommittee Chair 



CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

I certify that on June ----2.2_, 2021 , a true and complete copy of the Subcommittee 

Determination Public Reprimand With Terms was sent by certified mail to Philip John Geib, 

Respondent, at 4360 Shore Dr Ste 103, Virginia Beach, VA 23455, Respondent's last address of 

record with the Virginia State Bar, and emailed to : phil@philgeiblaw.com 

Renu M. Brennan 
Bar Counsel 
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VIRGlNIA: 
IN nrn WORKERS' COMPENSATION COI\IIMISSION 

FRANCIS BEEN v. CITY OF NORFOLK 
NORFOLK CITY OF, Insurance Cattier 
CORVEL CORPORATION, Claim Admin~trator 
Jwisdictiori CJain No. VA0000058S787 
Claim Administrator File No. J J 97 WC 12 Q503 J 14 
Date of Injury: February 22, 2012 

ORDER 

This matter was referred to the Commission's hearing docket for consideration of the 

claimant's November 28, 2018 Request for Hearing, which dcrnands full payment for medical 

treatment be made due to underpayment for treatment provided by the medical p-ovider, Chesapeake 

Bay Pain Medicine, for the periods of April 19, 2012 through May 10, 2012. 

On April 10, 2019, coW1Sel for the claimant, Philip J. Geib, Esquire, filed a letter advising the 

matters were resolved along with a proposed stipulated order for entry. After review of the proposed 

stipulated order, the Commission issued the following correspondence to the parties: 

The Commission has received the proposed Stipulated Order submitted by 
the parties on April 10, 2019. Upon review of the proposed Stipulated Order, there 
appears to be ambiguity as to the affect this order should have on the interests of 
the medical provijer, Chesapeake Bay-Pain Medicine. 

On the first paragraph of the seco~d page, the agreement states "[plursuant 
to the Stipulated Agreement between the Claimant and/or the Defendant, the 
Carrier will pay 90% of the underpaid .. .'' However, the thi'd paragraph on the 
second page states •• . . . payment is being made in full satisfaction of any medica I 
expenses incurred with the Healthcare Provider and the Defendant shall have 
no additional payrnc:nt responsibility · to Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine ... " 

On the last page of the agreement, Ms. Kirkpatrick signed the order on 
behalf of the Defendant and Mr. Geib signed the Order on beh,df of the Claimant. 
As written, the language of the Stipulated Order appears to extinguish any ongoing 
claims for further payment that may be asserted by the medical provider; however, 
it does not appear the medical provider has agreed to the proposed Stipulated Order. 
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A review of the Commission's file indicates that Mr. Geib also made an 
appearance in this matter as C<>W1Sel on behalf of the medical provider, Chesapeake 
Bay Pain Medicine, when he tiled a Medical Provider Application on August 31, 
2018. On November 8, 2018, Mr. Geib, as counsel for the medical proviier, filed 
aMotion to Withdraw the medical provider•s August 31, 2018 Application. The 
Commission issued a November 8, 2018 Order dismissing without pr~judice the 
medical provider's August 31, 20 l 8 Application. 

Mr. Geib has not withdrawn as counsel of recocd for the medical provider 
in this matter; and therefore, it appears Philip J. Geib, Esquire is concurrently 
representing the claimant and the medical provider, Chesapeake . Bay Pain 
Medicine, in this matter. 

Pursuant to .Fetty v. City of Chesapeakr!,JCN VA00000688079 (Sep. 20, 
2016); accord Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA0I002422994 
(Jul 9, 2018), it is necessary to determine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent representation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is ORDERED to file 
a written r-esponse by May 7, 2019• which advises the Commmion as to the impact 
of Rules 1.6, 1. 7, 1.8, 1.9 and I. IO of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct 
in regard to allowing this concurrent representation before the Workers' 
Compensafon Commission. 

The Comm~sion will take no actim on the proposed Stipulated Order until 
the appropriateness of the concurrent representation has been determined and the 
parties have provided clarification regarding the application of the proposed order 
to the interests of the medical provider, ;or if appropriate, a new stipulated order that 
provides such clarity. 

(Emphas~ in original) 

Mr. Geib filed a response to the Commission's April 24, 2019 correspondence on May 7, 

2019. Additionally, on June 13, 2019, Mr. Geib filed a new copy of the proposed stipuJated order 

signed by Mr. Geib as counsel for the claimant, by Ms. Kirkpatrick as coUI1Sel for the defendant. and 

by Marianne Mayer, the Office Manager for the medical provider, Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine. 

The Commission has addresse:l concern; involving conflicts of interest related to Mr. Getb's 

representation of a different medical provider as follows: 
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Rule 1.6(a) instructs that"( a] lawyer shall not reveal information protected by the attorney
client privilege under applicable law or other infonnatlon gained in the professional 
relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of which ... woul:f 
be likely to be detrimental to the client unless the client coments after consultation," Rire I. 7 
addresses the general rule regarding a conflict ofinterest: 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the 
representation involves aconcunent conflict ofinterest.Aconcurrent cmflict of intemtexi;ts 
if: 

( 1) the represen1ation ofone client will be directly adverse to another client; or 

(2) there i<I significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially 
limited by the lawyer's respomibilitfes to another client, a fonner client or a third person or 
by a personal interest of the lawyer. · 

(b) Notwithstanding the exi.$tence of a co~WTent conflict of lnterestunderparagraph(a), 
a lawyer may represent a client if each aff~ed client consents after comultation, and: 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a c !aim by one client against 
another client represen1cd by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding befce a 
tribunal; and 

( 4) the consent from the client is memorialized in writing. 

Rule l.8(b) provides that "[a] lawyer shall not use infom1ation relating to representatm of a 
client for the advantage of the lawyer or ofa third person or to the disadvantage ofthe client 
unless the client consents after consultation;'! Lastly, Rule I .9(a) adv~es that, "[ a] Jawyo-wm 
has fonnerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another persm iI 
the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially ad.vase 
to the interests of the former client unless both the present and former client consent afb5' 
consultation." 

.•. In some instances, notwithstanding dissimilarity of the subject matter, simultanoous 
representation · of adverse clients creates a pres umplion of adverse effect on the lawyer's 
absolute duty of loyalty, unless both clients consent to the multiple representation. Counsel's 
actio~ raise serious concerns over loyalty to .his clients, simultaneous represen1atioo of 
adverse clients, and the ~etcise of his professional judgment on behalf of one client over 
another. '. 

The Commission knows of no waivers completed by any involved parties. Mr. Geib has 
provided no legal or ethical authorities tosubs1antiate his continued rei:resentations ofW ardell 
Orthopaedics against Maryview Medical Center. Therefure, all proceedings in Wardell 
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Orthopaedics' claim against Maryview Medical Center are stayed pending counsel's 
submission oflegalauthority to continuesu:::h rqreserution. 

Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN YAO l 002422994 (Jli. 9, 2018}. 

According to Rule I. 7 (a){2) of the Vtrginia Rules of Professional Conduct, a concur:rentcontlct of 

interest exists if there is as ignif1eant risk that the ref'"esentation ofone or more clients will be materially limited 

by the lawyer's responsibilities to another cli.:int. In his May 7, 2019 response to the Commission's inquzy, 

Mr. Geib asserts that both parties "have an absolute interest in having the medic al ~xpenses paid b) the.Carrier" 

and that either party he represents have "standing to go forwardto seek payment of the unpaid and/orunderpm 

billed charges and there is no conflictofinterestpreseit ... " 

We agree with Mr. Geib that both of his clients have a joint interest in acquiring full payment oftre 

medical provider's entire bill. However, as Mr. Geib explained, in this circumstance, Mr, Geib, appare~ 

acting only on behalf of one client, the claimant, entered into a settlement agreement that resulted in th: 

reduction by 10% of the medical provider's pending claim for full payment. In his May 7, 2019 response to 

the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib stated: 

I would abo note that on April IO, 2019, the Defendants and Claimant's counseJ 
reached an agreement with regards to the payment of the underpaid bill ehQ.rges 
reflective of the medical treatment provided to the Claimant. 

Based upon Mr. Geib's statement, it appears he only intended to represent the interests oftre claimant 

when he negotiated lhe settlement agreement. In sll:h a scenario, It Is difficult to imagine how an attomey with 

a duty of loyalty to both clients can provide legal advice without conflict to both parties regarding their righls, 

responsibilities and recommeroed actions re~ settlement ofthe pending medical charges. On the record 

before us, it also appears the mecical provider was not involved in the settlement negodations or the decisbn 

to reduce its interests by J Q>/4 in order to compromise the pending dispute. 
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Comment No. 8 to Rule J. 7 of the Vtrginia Rules of ProfessionaJ Conductstate:i "[l]oyalty to a client 

is also impaired when a lawyer cannot c01Sider, recommend or carry out an appropriate course of action for 

the client because of the lawyer's other respomibility or interest5. The conflict in effuct forecloses alternatives 

that would otmrwise be availabJe to the client ... " Here, Mr. Gel>' s entJy into the settJement on behair of the 

claimant, resulted in a 10% reduction of the medical provider's claim; ·and therefur~ resulted in a forecbnre 

of the medical provider's alternative option to pursue fuJ full claim. 

Mr. Oeib's relationship with the medical provider is further complicated by his pursuit of the 

payment of the me&caJ provider's medical bills on behalf of the olaanant pursuant to Virginia Code 

§ 65.2-714(B), a provision which in this instance atso provides Mr. Geib with a statutory right to 

impose a fee for this service on the medical provider without providing the medical provider with 

legal representation. SeeStrickleyv. FF Acquisition, LL.C., JCN VA00000783106 {2015){stating 

"Virginia Code § 65.2-714{8) contemplates that attorneys who secure the payment of medical 

expenses should be compensated by the medical providers who directly benefit from those effects"); 

see also Rule 6.2 of the Rules of the Commission (establishing the process for_attomeys to obtain fee 

awards against health care providers for sums recovered). This statutory right to .pursl!e fees against 

t~ medical provider for any sums recove~d on the~e bills _further call5 into question whether a . 

medical provider can even make an informed decision to retain an attorney who is simultaneously 

representing a claimant in the same case.-

Mr. Geib relies on the-factthatthe medical provider has now acquiescedto the settlement deal 

he struck on behalf of the claimant as evidenced by the medical provider's signature and agreeme,t 

to the re-submitted proposed Stipulated Order. However, suc·h acquiescence by the medical provider, 

when faced with the choice of whether or not to accept the negotiated settlement proceeds, ii; more 
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tantamowit to duress than an informed decision. 

Similar to the circwnstances in Richardson, we f111d counsel's actions in this matter raise serns 

concern; over simultanoous representation of clients with a significant risk of adverse interests and theexerciie 

of his professional judgment on behalf of one client over another. We hold that before moving forwad wih 

consideration of these pending claims with Mr. Geib continuing to concurrently represent the interests of the 

claimant and the medic al provider, it must first be detenn ined whether sufficient and timely actions were IBke:n 

by coW1sel to apyropriately-waive ttie JX)tential conflict as required by the Rules of Profe~ional Condu;t. Aso 

similar to Richardson, there is no indication that any of the involved parties have completed any waiVers, na

has counsel provided any legal or ethical authorities to substantiate his cootinued rq,reiertation of the claimant 

and medical provider in this matter. Jn light ofthe above identrrred concerns, it is hereby ORDERED that aft 

proceedings related to Mr. Oeib's representation of the claimant and the medical provider in this matter are 

STAYED and REMOVFD from the Commission's hearing docket pending counsel's submission of legal 

authority to cootinue such concwrent representation. 

Any party may appeal this decision to the Commission by filing a Request for Review with the 

Commission within thirty (30) days of the date ofthis Order. 

Entered this 18th day of December, 2019. 

vrRGINIA WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

d . ~ --==--~ ~ 
-- ~--· O- ~ 
Te Jenkins, Deputy Commissioner 
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Patrick F Heinen 
Paperless 

Interested Parties 

Employer: 
CITY OF NORFOLK 
WC CLAIMS MANAGER 
810 Unfon St 
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C)Aimapt Attorney: 
Philip J. Geib 
4360 Shore Dr Ste 103-104 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455-2994 

Claim AdministrfilQt.Attorney;_ 
Emily Kirkp11trick 
300 Arboretum Pl Ste 420 
North Chesterfield, VA 23236-3465 

Claim AdmioistralQ!'. A ttoJJID-: 
Katharina K. Alcorn · 
300 Arboretum Pl Ste 420 
North Chesterfield, VA 23236-3465 
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CORVEL CORPORATION 
4820 Lake Brook Dr Ste 150 
Glen Allen, VA 23060-925 l 

~ 
NORFOLK CITY OF 
810 Union St Ste JOO 
NorfuiJc, VA 235 I 0-2736 

tnjured Worke.r.; • 
FRANCIS BEEN 
800 Giles Ct 
Virginia Beach, VA 23453-3314 
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Paperless 



VIRGINIA: 
IN THE WORKERS' COl'\,fl>ENSA TION COMMISSION 

DAVID PRUrIT v. GU'JTER WORKS, SOLUTIONS 
BUILDING INDUSTRY INSURANCEASSOCIATlON, Insurance Carrier 
METIS, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA00000109473 
Claim Administrator File No. 20090024937 
Date oflnjury Jwte 18, 2009 

ANGELA FLORES v. LOWE'S HOME CEN1ERS, INC. 
Lowe's Home Centers, Inc., Insurance Carrier 
SEDGWICK CLAIMS MANAGEMENT. SERVICES, INC, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VAOOOOOI65031 
Chim Administrator File No. 036250.300700010162S 
Date of Injury September 30, 2009 

TIM01HY PAYNE v. BROAD BAY COUNTRY CLUB 
FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY,Insurance Carrier 
GALLAGHER BASSETT' SERVICES INC, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA0000093086l 
Claim Administrator File No. 00552400003 7WC0I 
Date of Injury May 13, 2014 

VIDA SIMPKINS v. CINEMARK HOLDINGS INC 
LIBERTY INSURANCE CORPORA TJON, Insurance CaITier 
LIBERTY MUTIJAL INSURANCE CO, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA02000013845 
Claim Administrator File No. 80DA44603 
Date oflnjury February 10, 2012 

ROBERT COOPER v. CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH 
VJRGINIA BEACH CITY OF; Insurance Carrier 
CorVel Enterprise Comp, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction CJaim No. VA00000360230 
Claim Administrator File No. VA-11-500357 
Date of Injury October 6, 2010 

CORRECTED ORDER 

These matters are before the Commission for consideration of the Commission's inquiry 

regarding represert-~tion by Philip J. Geib, Esquire of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. on pending 
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med!cal proviter Applications in the five . pending cases (JCN VA00000109473; JCN 

VA0000016503l; JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230) on 

the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's dooket while concurrently representing claimants in 20 

cases (VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2193253; JCN VAOOOOJ345357; JCN VAOOOOl434730; 

JCN VA00001t29625; JCN VA00001060444; JCN VA00000770893; JCN VA00000759J73; 

JCN VA0000075465 l; JCN V A00000754691; JCN V A00000603208; JCN VA00000670300; 

JCN VA00000635036; JCN VA00000569147; JCN VAOOOOOI99245; JCN VA00000236685; 

JCN VAOOOOOfmSI; JCN VA00000362084; JCN VA00000497567; and JCN 

V A00000549871) in which Sentara Healthcare, Inc. is an adverse party insurer. 

This matter is not the first time the Commission has inquired regarding the 

appropriateness of Mr. Geib's concurrent representation of claimants and medical provklerr .. In 

Farr v. Lincoln Property Co., JCN VA02000002128. the Commission first inquired regarding 

Mr. GeD:,'s assertion of a meoical provider's' claim for payment against the claimant's pending 

reimbursement of fun:ds pursuant to a third-party lien. Mr. Geib represented both the claimant 

and the medical provider in that matter, and on review, · the Commission confnmed · that 

Mr. Geib's assertion of a claim on behalf of the medical provider against the interests of the 

claimant was an impermi<isible conflict ·of interest ·pursuant to Rule 1.7(b) of the Rules of 

Professional Coriduct, ·and Mr. Geib was removed as counsel for the medical provider. Farr-, 

JCN V A02000002l28 (Jan. 9, 2015). 

ln Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN VA00000688079 (Sept. 20, 2016), the. Commission 

detennined Jhat Mr. Geib's representation oflhe medical provider and the claiman1 in that matter 

. 2 
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did not create a concurrent conflict of interest where the pending dispute was the medical 

provider's claim for payment of the medical bills pursuant to awarded medical treatment and 

settlement negotiations between the parties was unlikely at that time. 

In Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VAOJ002422994. the full Commission 

performed an inquiry into Mr. Geib's concurrent representations connected to a different medical 

provider, Bon Secours Health System, Inc., and issued an Order, in relevant part, stating: 

We come full circ.le to the initial grounds for the stay, Mr. Geb's 
representation of Surgery Center. Maryview Medical Center, a division of the 
Bon SecoW'S Health Systems, has 4()0.lo interest in Surgery Center. As such, Mr. 
Geib's successful prosecution of Surgery Center's claim would financially benefrt 
Maryv.iew Medical Center and Bon Secours Health Systems. Meanwhile, Mr. 
Geib maintains representation of parties seemingly adverse to, or invoking a 
conflict of interest with, Bon Secours Health Systems: the claimant in Kennedy v. 
Food Lion against Bon Secours DePaul Medical Center, and a medical provider, 
Wardell Orthopaedics, in Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center. · WardeU's 
c.!aim against Maryview Medical Center stands ln stark contrast to Sw·geiy 
Center's claim; Mr. Oeib's successful prosecution · of WardeU's claim would, 
potentially, hann the financial interests of Maryview Medical Center, and by their 
affiliation, the · interests of Bon Secours Health Systems. The Corn:nussion 
believes that the inherent dangers of simultaneously representing and attacking 
the same client are present despite Mr. Geib's insistence that the two entities are 
entirely distinct from each other in both management and business. 

Rule l.6(a) instructs that "[a] lawyer shall not reveal information protected 
by the attorney- client privilege under applicable law or other · infonnation gained 
in the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate or 
the dischsure of which ... would be likely to be detrimental to the client unless 
the client consents after consultation." Ru.le 1.7 addresses the general rule 
regarding a conf&ct of interest: 

(a) &cept as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not 
represent a client if the representation involves a concurrent 
conflict of interest A concurrent conflict of interest exists 
if: 
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(l) the representation of one client will be directly 
adverse to another cJient; or 

(2) there is significant risk that the representation of 
one or more clients wiJJ be materially limited by the 
lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a fonner 
client or a third person or by a personal interest of 
the lawyer. 

Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict . of 
interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer may represent a 
client if each affected client consents after consuJtation, 
and; 

(3) the representati>n does not involve the assertion .of 
a claim by one client against another client 
represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or 
other proceeding before a tribuna~ and 

(4) the consent from the client is memorialrz.ed in 
writing. 

Rule 1.8(b) provides that "[aJ lawyer shall not use infonnation relating to 
representation of a client for the advantage of the lawyer or of a third person or to 
the disadvantage of the client unless the client consents after consultation." 
Lastty, Rule 1 .9(a) advises that, "[a] lawyer who has formerly represented a client 
in a matter shall not thereafter represent another person in the same or a 
substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse 
to the interests of the former client w,less both the present and former client 
consent after consultation." 

.. In some instances, notwithsmnding dissimilarity of the subject matter, 
simultaneous representation of adverse clients creates a presumption of adverse 
effect on the lawyer's absolute duty of byalty, imless ooth clients consent to the 
multiple representation. C-ounsel's actions raise serious ooncems over loyalty to 
his clients, simultaneous representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his 
professional judgment on behalf of one client over another. 

The Commission knows of no waivers completed by any involved parties. 
Mr. Geib has provided no legal or ethical authorities to substantiate his continued 
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representations of -WardeU Orthopaedics against Maryview Medical Center. 
Therefore, all proceedings · in Wardell Orthopaecfus' claim against Maryview 
Medical Center are stayed pending counsel's submission of legal authority to 
continue such representation. 

Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA0J002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018). As of today, Mr. 

Geib has taken no action since that matter was stayed by the Commission on July 9, 2018, and 

the pending action of hti client remaits undetennfned. 

In lister v. Management Consulting Inc .• JCN V A00000649736, the undersigned Deputy 

Cormnissioner inquired irto Mr. Gcib's concUITent representation of both the claimant and 

medical provider in that matter and issued an Opinion on July 25, 2018, which in pertinent part; 

states: 

According to Rule I. 7 (aX2) of the Virginia Rules of Professional 
Conduct, a concurrent conflict of inte·rest exbts if there is a significant risk that 
the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's 
responsibilities · to another client. In response to the Commission's inquiry, 
counsel ·has def'n1ed the pending c&pute as one for the recovery of ''underpaid 
!,filed charges." However, a review of the parties' written statements regarding 
the pending claims indicates the defendants have also disputed their liability to 
pay for any portion of the medical pruviler's charges related -to Claimant's left 
hip and low· back, body parts for which no medical award has been entered 

If coW1Sel is wisuccessfuf in his prosecution of the · pending claims on 
behalf of the medical provider for payment of medical treatment related to 
Claimant's left hip and · fower back, a direct conflict between the claimant and the 
medical provider will then arise and place counsel in an untenable position. In the 
event · those pending bills are determined to be unrelated to · ~is work .injury, the. 
medical provider will then be free to pursue his available civil remedies against 
· Claimant. In such a scenario, it is diff'ici.Jlt to imagine how an attorney with a duty 
of loyalty to both clients can provide legal advice without conflict to both parties 
regarding their rights, responsibilities and- recommended actions regarding the 
pending medical charges in the event they are no longer compensable under the 
Act. 

In light of the significant risk that this potential conflict may arise at the 
conch.Jsbn of the pending dispute, and because the outcome of the pending 
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d~pute wiD be the determining factor of whether the conflict arises, we hold that 
before moving fonvard with consideration of these determinative claims of the 
medical provider for payment of medical bills with Mr. Geib continuing to 
represent the interests of tho medical provider, it must first be determined whether 
suffJCient and t~ly · actions were talren by counsel to appropriately waive the 
potential conflict as required by Rules of Professional Conduct. · 

While we imd · the . concurrent conflict identified between the medical 
provider and · Claimant· in ~ matter · to be concerning and nece$sitates further 
inquiry as set forth above, we are more troubled by counsel's actions in response 
to this ethical inquiry. In a stated effort "to promote judicial economy, and to 
alleviate repetitive pleadings:• and an apparent attempt to eliminate the 
concurrent confllct. counsel exercised what can best be described as an act of 
double agency on behalf of both clients by moving to "substitute" Claimant, with 
the medical provider's "acquiescence,'' with the right to pursue the medical 
provider's interests in the billed charges at issue .in th~ matter. Counsel's 
willingness to transfer rights between clients he concurrently represents in the 
interest of expediency is troubling. As demonstrated below, such a transfer of 
interests between clients by their shared counsel creates inherent pitfalls faced by 
counsel who concurrently represent clients with often simiar. but sometimes 
competing interests. 

· The relationship between counse~ Claimant and the medical provider has 
been furthc::r complicated by counsel's July 16, 2018 Notice of Lien · Asserted, 
which "advised that [he] no longer represent[s] the claimant" in this matter; 
Counsel now seeks from Claimant reimbursement of $834.24 in advanced costs, 
quantum merit consideration against any future settlement of Claimant's interests, 
and . deductions from Claimant's ongoing future indemnity payments in order to 
satisfy previously awarded attorney's fees totaling $3,650. Counsel's Notice of 
Lien and Request for Leave to Withdraw as counsel for Claimant in this matter .is 
silent as to what affect this modifJCation of the reJationships between counse~ 
Claimant and the medical provider may have on the March 28, 2018 
"substitution" of Claimant as the party to prosecute the medical provider's 
interests in the pending medical bills. 

In· regard to counsel's expres·!led intention to no longer represent Claimant 
in this matter, and in light of the recent adverse positions between Mr. Geib and 
Claimant ·regarding Mr. Geib's Not~ of Lien, it is hereby ORDERED that 
Philip J. Geib, Esquire be GRANTED LEAVE to withdraw as Mr. Geib for the 
claimant in this matter. · 
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Claimant filed two July 17, 2018 responses to Mr. Geib's Notice of Lien, 
and on July 23, 2018. Mr. Geib fued a reply to Claimant's responses stating his 
"desire that the entirety of [hisJ accumulated prev.iousJy awarded fees. as wen as 
[his] expected costs, be paid now in fuH." In light of the dispute between 
Claimant and M.r. Geib regarding the claimed attorney's fees and costs, and there 
being uncertainty as to what interests of Claimant, if any, may have been affected, 
including any attribution of shared costs and fees between Claimant and the 
medicaJ provider, both of whom were concurrently represented by Mr. Geib from 
October 11, 2017 untl1 now, it is · detennined that an evidentiary hearing is 
necessary for further consideration of Mr. Geib's Notice of Lien. Accordingly, 
Mr. Geib's July 16, 2018 Notice of Lien, Claimant's two July 17, 2018 responses 
and Mr. Geib's July 23, 2018 repJy arc hereby REFERRED to the hearing docket 
for further consideration. 

Similar to the circumstances in Richardson, we fmd counsel's actions in 
this matter rat'ie serious concerns over simultaneous representation of clients with 
a significant risk of adverse interests and the exercise of his professbnaJ judgment 
on behalf of one client over another. Also similar to Richardson, there is no 
indication that any of 1he involved parties have completed any waivers, nor has 
counsel provided any legal or ethical authorities to substantiate his continued 
representation of the medical provider in this matter.' Jn light of the above · 
identuied concerns, and the further tmcertainty resulting from counsel's withdraw 
of representation from. Claimant and :assertion of a lien claim against Claimant's 
ongoing indemnity payments and future settlement of this matter, it is hereby 
ORDERED that all proceedings related to counsel's prosecution of the medical 
provider's claims for payment of bills in thi.9 matter are ST A YED and 
REMOVED from · the Commission's hearing . docket penrung counsel's 
submission of legal authority to continue such representation. 

Lister v, Management Consulting Inc., JCN VA00000649736 at 6-9 (Jul 25, 2018 Dep. Comm. 

Op.); interlocutory review denied and stay lifted (Sept. 19, 2018). 

Most recently, in Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN V A00000585787, another inquiry was 

performed regard~g Mr. Geib's concurreut representation of a claimant and medical provider in 

that matter, resulting in the following Order: 

This matter was referred to the Commission's hearing docket for consideration of 
the claimant's November 28, 2018 . Request for. Hearing. which demands full 
payment for medical treatment be made due to underpayment for treatment provided 
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by the medical provider, Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine, for the periods of April 19, 
2012 through May 10, 2012. 

On April 10, 2019, Mr. Geib .for the claimant, Philgl J. Geib, Esquire, filed a 
letter advising the matters had been resolved by the parties along with a proposed 
stipulated order for · entry. After review of the prop:>sed stipulated order, the 
Commission issued the following corresp0ndence to the parties: 

The Commission has received the proposed Stipulated 
Order submitted by the parties 0n April 10, 2019. UJX)O review of 
the proposed Stipulated Order, there appears to be ambiguity as to 
the affect this order should have on the interests of the medical 
provider, Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine. 

On the first paragr11ph of the second page, the agreement 
states "[pJursuant to the Stipulated Agreement between the 
Claimant and/or the Defendant, the Carrier will pay 900/o of the 
llllderpaid . . ." However, the third paragraph on the second page 
states " ... payment is being made in fun satisfaction of any 
medical expenses incurred with the Healthcare Provider and the 
Defendant shall have no additional payment respomibility to 
Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine ... " 

On the Jast page of the agreement, Ms. Kirkpatrick signed 
the order on behalf of the Defendant and Mr, Geib signed the 
Order on behalf of the Claimant As written, the language of the 
Stipulated Order appears to · extinguish any ongoing claims for 
further payment that may be asserted by the medical provider; 
however, it does not appear the medical provider has agreed to t'1e 
proposed Stipulated Order. 

A review of the Commission's tile indicates that Mr. Geib 
also made an appearance in thi5 matter as counsel on behalf of the 
medical provider, Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine, when he filed a 
Medical Provider Application on August 31, 2018. On November 
8, 2018, Mr. Geib, as counsel for the medical provider, filed a 
Motion to Withdraw the medical ·provider's August 31, 20l8 
Application. The Commission issued a November 8, · · 2018 Order 
dismissing without prejudice the medical provider's August JI, 
2018 Application. 
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. ... ---- ------ ···------ ----- ---- --------

JCN VAOOOOOJ09473; JCN VAOOOOOI6503I · , 

JCN VA00000930861; JCNVA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

Mr. Geib has not withdrawn as counsel of record for the 
medical provider in this matter; and therefore, it appears Philip J. 
Geib, Esquire is concurrently representing the claimant and the 
medical provider, Chesapeake Bay Pa.in Medicine, in this matter. 

Pursuant to Fetty v. City of Chesapeake; JCN 
VA00000688079 (Sep. 20, 2016); accord Richard.sun v. Maryview 
Medica/Center,JCNVA0I002422994 .(Jul 9, 2018), it is 
necessary to determine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent representation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is 
ORDERED to tile a written response by May 7, 2019, which 
advi.ses the Commission as to the inpact of Rules l.Q, I. 7, J.8, 1.9 
and 1. 10 of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct in regard to 
allowing this concurrent representation before the Workers' 
Compensation Commission. 

The Comnmsion will t.ake no action on the proposed 
Stipulated Order until the appropriateness of the concurrent 
representation has been determined and the parties have provided 
clarification regarding the application of the proposed order to the 
interests of the medical provider, or if appropriate, a new stipulated 
order that provides such clarity. 

(Emphasis in original.) 

Mr. Geib filed a response to the Commission's April 24, 2019 
correspondence on May 7, 2019. Additi>nally, on June 13, 2019, Mr. Geib filed a 
new copy of the proposed st1)ulated order signed by Mr. Geib as counsel for the 
claimant, 'by ·Ms. Kirkpatrick as counsel for the defendant, and by Marianne Mayer, 
the Off1ee Manager for the medical provider, Chesapeake Bay Pain Medicine. 

According to Rule I. 7 {a)(2) of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct, a 
concurrent' conflict of interest exists if there is a significant risk that the 
representation ·of one or more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's 
responsibilities to another client. In his May 7, 2019 response to the Commission's 
inquiry, Mr. Geib asserts that both parties "have an absolute interest in having the 
medical expenses paid by the Carrier" and that either party he represents have 
"standing to go forward to seek payment of the unpaii and/or underpaid billed 
charges and there is no conflict of interest present ... " 

We agree with Mr. Geib that :both of his clients have a joint interest in 
acquiring full payment of the medical -provider's entire bill. However, as Mr. Geib 
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JCN VA0OOOOJ09473; JCN VAOOOOOI6503I; 

JCNVA0000093086I; J<.;N VA0200001384S; and JCN VA00000360230 

explained, in t1us circumstance, Mr. Geib, apparently acting only on behalf of one 
client, the claimant, entered into a settlement agreement that resulted in the reduction 
by 10% of the medical provider's pending claim for full payment. In his May 7, 
2019 response to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib stated: 

I would also note that on April 10, 2019, the Defendants and 
Claimant's counsel reached an agreement with regards to the 
payment of the underpaid bill charges reflective of the medical 
treatment provided to the Claimant 

Based upon Mr. Geib's statement, it appears he only intended to represent 
the interests of the claimant when he negotiated the settlement agreement. In sue h a 
scenarb, it is diffJCult to imagine how an attorney with a duty of loyalty to both 
clients can provide legal advice without conflict to both parties regarding their 
rights, responsibilities and recommended actions regarding settlement of the pending 
medical charges. On the record before us, it also appears the medical provider was 
not involved in the settlement negotiations or the decision to reduce its interests by 
l 00/4 in order to compromise the pending dispute. 

Comment No. 8 _to Rule 1.7 of the Virginia Rules of Professi:>nal Conduct 
states "[l)oyalty to a client is also impaired when a lawyer cannot consider, 
recommend or carry out an appropriate course of action for the client because of the 
lawyer's other resy,onsibility or interests. The conflict in effect forecloses 
a.ltematives that wou.ld otheiwise be available to the cl:ent. ... " Here, Mr. Geib's 
entry into the settlement on behalf of the claimant, resulted in a 10% reduction of the 
medical provider·s claim; and therefore, resulted in a foreclosure of the medical 
provider's alternative option to pursue its full claim. 

Mr. Geib's relationship with the medical provider~ further complicated by 
his pursuit of the payment of the medical provider's medical bills on behalf of the 
claimant pursuant to Virginia Code § 6S.2-714(B), a provision which in this instance 
also provides Mr. Geib with a statutory right to impose a fee for this service on the 
medical provider w.ithout providing the. medical provider with legal representation. · 
See Strickley v. FF AcquI.,Ition, L. L. C., JCN V A00000783106 (201 S)(sta.ting 
"Virginia Code § 65.2-714(B) contemplates that attorneys who secute the payment 
of medical expenses shoukl be compe~ted by the medical providers who directly 
benefit from those effects"); see also Rule 6.2 of the Rules of the Commission 
(establishing the process for attorneys to obtain fee awards against health care 
providers for sums recovered). This statutory right to pursue fees against the 
medical prov.icier for any sums recovered on these bills further calls into question 
whether a medical provkier can even make an informed decision to retain an 
attorney who is simu.Itarieously representing a claimant in the same case. 
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JCN VA00000109473;· JCN VAOOOOOJ65031; 

JCN VA00000930861; JCN V A02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

Mr. Geib relies on the fart that the medical provider has now acquiesced to 
the settlement deal he sttllcK on behalf of the claimant as evidenced by the medica I 
provider's signature and agreement to the re-submitted p-oposed Stipulated Order. 
Such acquiescence by the medical provider, when faced with the choice of whether 
or not to accept the negotiated settlement proceeds, is more tantamount to duress 
than an informed decision. 

Similar to the circumstances in Richardso-n. we fmd coW1Sel's actions in this 
matter rai<Je serious concerns over simultaneous representation of clients with a 
significant risk of adverse interests and the exercise of his professional judgment on 
behalf of one client over another. We hold that before moving forward with 
consideration of thes~ pendng claims with Mr. Geib continuing to concurrently 
represent the i'tterests of the claimant and the medical provider, it must first be 
determined whether sufficient and timely actions were taken hy counsel to 
appropriately waive the potential conflict as required by the Rules of Professional 
Conduct. Also similar to Rirhardson, there is no indication that any of the involved 
parties have completed any waivers, nor has cotmSel provided any legal or ethical 
authorities to substantiate his continued representation of the claimant and medical 
provider in this matter. In light of the above identified concerns, it is hereby 
ORDERED that all proceedings related to Mr. Gero's representation of the claimant 
and the medical provider in this matter are ST A YED and REMOVED from the 
Commission's hearing docket pending counsel's submission of legal authority to 
continue such concurrent representation. 

Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787'(Dec. 18, 2019 Oc::p. Comm'r. Order)(emphasis in 

origina0. A review of the file in that matter indicates that on January 10, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a 

Request for Inte·rlocutory Review ·of that decision. On January 22, 2020, the CoiMJi.9sion ~sued 

an Order denying Mr. Geib's request for interlocutory review. Mr. Geib has taken no further 

action to respond to the ethical concerns raised in the December 18, 2019 Order, or otherwise 

requested-that the stay be lifted. 

Despite the fact that all proceedings related to Mr. Geib's representation of the claimant 

and the medical provider in that case were stayed, Mr. Geib continued to make representations 
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JCNVA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOl65031; 

JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

on behalf of the c.laima.nt in that matter. Mr. Geib fried a new Request for Hearing on behalf of 

th: claimant on March 23, 2020 in that matter. This new Request for Hearing was identical to 

the previously pending November 28, 2018 Request for Hearing that was subject to the 

Commission's December 18, 2019 Order, which stayed Mr. Geib's continuing representation of 

the :claimant and medical provider in that matter. On March 24, 2020, Mr: Geib filed a letter 

with the Commission objecting to referral of that matter to the alternative dispute resolution on 

behalf of the claimant. More concerning, on May 11, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a letter to Deputy 

Commissioner Wise stating "that the parties in the above .referenced matter have resolved their 

i.ssues to date. Therefore, the Claimant respectfully requests to withdraw the cum:nt claim, with 

prejudice, pending before the Commission:' {Emphasis in original) This same dispute over the 

payment of medical bills, in which Mr. deib negotiated · a J 0% reduction of the medical 

provider's bill in order to settle the claimant's pending claim, was the conflicted action by Mr. 

Geib which gave rise to the stay it.sued by·the ColTlJ'TlL'ision on December 18, 2019; In Mr. 

Geib's most recent representation· to Deputy Commissioner Wise, no details are provided 

regarding the re&olution of the issues. 

There is also no indication in the Ccmmission's file that either Mr; Geib or Emily 

Kirkpatrick, Esquire, counsc:I for -the claim administrator · in that dispute; advised Deputy 

Commissioner Wise that Mr. Geib's representation of the claimant and the medical provi:Jer in 

that inattet had been stayed in regard to adjudication of that identical dispute. ·Relying upon Mr. 

Geib's representation, Depucy Commissioner Wise entered an Order on May 12, 2020 dismissing 

with ,prejudice the claimant's March 23, 2020 claim. 
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JCN VA0OO00I09473; JCN VA00OOOl65031; 

JCNVA0000093086l; JCNVA02000013845; andJCN VA00000360230 

Having reviewed the history of these inquiries, we now tum to the inquiry regarding Mr. 

Geib's concurrent representawns of the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in the five 

instant matters and Mr. Geib's representati:>n of claimants in 20 separate matters against the 

interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the party Insurer in those 20 matters. 

The Commission . . .issued Orders . ~o Mr.. Geib in JCN V AOOOOOJ09473; JCN 

VA0000016503J; JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230. 

Those orders stated the foJlowing: 

This matte.r is before the Commission for consideration of the medical prov.ider's 
claiin[s1] f'ded by •.• on behalf of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. The Commission's 
records .indicate that you are simultaneously representing the interests of 
claimants against Sentara Healhcare. 1nc., the party murer, in the following 
cases: VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2393253; JCN VA0000134S357; JCN 
VA00001434730; JCN VA0000lll9625; JCN VA00001060444; JCN 
VA 00000770893; JCN V A00000759173; JCN V A000007546S I; JCN 
VA00000754691; JCN V A00000603208; JCN VA00000670300; JCN 
VA00000635036; JCN VA00000569147; JCN VA00000l99245; JCN 
VA00000236685; JCN VAOOOOOJmSl; JCN VA00000362084; JCN 
VA00000497567; and JCN VAOOOOOS49871. 

Most concerning. it appears you are actively litigating in Shumake v . . 
Sentara Healthcare, JCN VA00000754691, a claim on behalf of the claimant 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 's interests. That matter is currently on the 
Comtn~ion's evidentiary docket and scheduled for a hearing on March 2, 2020 
before Deputy Commissioner Wilder. 

Pursuant to Fetty ·v. City of Chesapeake, JCN VA00000688079 (Sop~ 20, 
2016); accord Richard.von v. Maryview ,\l.edical Center, JCN VA01002422994 
(Jul. 9, 2018), it is necessary to detennine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent repr1:1sentation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is ORDERED to 
file a written response by2 ••• which advises the Commission as to the impact of 

1 Each Order separately identified the dates 1n· which Counsel filed the pendingmedic;al providerctairns on 
behalfofSentara Healthcare, Inc. 
i By subsequerit Orders, Counsel was granted extensions forthe filmg ofhis responses. 
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JCN VA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOl65031; 

JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

Rules 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and l.10 of the Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct in 
regard to allowing these concurrent representations before the Workers' 
Compensation Commission. 

(Emphasis in original). 

In response to the Commissbn's inquiry, Mr. Geib filed a letter in JCN VA02000013845 

stating he does not currently represent Sentara Healthcare in that matter, and that the pending 

claim for payment of medical bills was asserted only on behalf of the claimant. Upon further 

review of that file, we agree with Mr. Geib that he has not made an appearance on behalf of 

Sentara Healthcare, Inc. ii that matter. Therefore, it is fOW1d that the notation in the 

Commission's ftle that Mr. Gei> is counsel of record for Sentara Healthcare. Inc. is erroneous. 

Therefore, no further inquiry regarding concurrent representation is necessary in ·regard to the 

matter of JCN V A020000 J 3845. 

Additionally, m response to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib filed identical letters in 

the matter of JCN VA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOl65031; JCN VA00000930861; and JCN 

VA00000360230 • . asserting. among other things. ''[tJhere is no active, real or apparent concurrent 

conflicts of interest present or otherwise." 

This issue before the Commissbn in JCN VA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOl65031; JCN. 

VA00000930861; arid JCN VA00000360230, the only matters currently docketed before the 

undersigned Deputy · Commissione.r, is whether Mr. Geib should be allowed to continue 

representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. ·in Jight of his numerous identified concurrent 

representations of claimants against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc;; which Is the party 

insw-er in those matters. 
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JCN VA00000109473; JCN VA0OOOOl65031; 

JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000:360230 

We first consider the most concerning identified concurrent representation of Janet 

Shumake, the claimant in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN VA00000754691. In that case, 

Mr. Geib reJ:Jresents the claimant against the employer, Sentara Healthcare, and the insurer, 

Sentara Healthcare, Inc. Concurrently, Mr. Geib is also representing the interests of Sentara 

Healthcare, Inc. in medical provider applications seeking payment of medical bills in the four 

matters (JCN VA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOI6503l; JCN VA00000930861; and JCN 

VAOOOOOJ60230) pending on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. 

SpecifIC to the concern over his representation of the claimant in Shumake, against the 

interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. (his client in the four matters on the undersigned Deputy 

Comm~sioner's docket), Mr. Geib states: 

• JCN: VA00000754691; Janet Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare. This is a 
claim assigned to another Deputy Commissioner for adjudication and js 

not subject to the jurisdiction of the present Deputy Commissioner. That 
claim is expected to be resolved shortly, as the employer has agreed to 
the claimant's providers recommendations. ' ' 

.. With regards to the matter referenced in your January 22, 2020 Order 
involving the claim Shumake (JCN VA00000754691) that claimant last' had a 
Stipulated Award entered in 201'5. 

The . present claim, to be heard by Deputy Commissioner Wilder . referenced 
above, results from a prescription written by the claimant's· healthcare provider 
and neurosurgeon Dr. Partington who. prescribed a mattr:esslbed for the claimant. 

The claimant remains under a medical Award that was entered and that 
Award was Final some time ago whereas the carrier remains responsible to pay 
for and be responsible for the reasonable, necessary and related medical expenses 
and or medical treatment which includes the responsibility to pay for a prescribed 
bed. 

That medical Award, fixing responsibility of the employer and/or carrier of Ms. 
Shumake wasfixed in place in lQ.lj. 
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JCN VAOOOOOl 09473; JCN V AOOOOOI 65031; 

JCNVA00000930861; JCNVA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

The employer and/or carrier and/or third-party administrator PMA has not 
indicated they would not comply with the previous Awards of the Commission 
and otherwise provide the bed prescribed. In fact, the employer has agreed to 
provide the prescribed bed and that hearing request scheduled with another 
Deputy, will be withdrawn. The current representation of Sentara Healthcare is 
therefore not directly adverse to the other client and vice versa. There· is no risk 
that the representation of either client will be materially limited or otherwise 
affect the responsibilities to the other . client giving the complete disparate 
relationship between the claims and in light of the Award of ongoing medical 
beneflls. The employer and/or carrier and third- party administrator PMA have 
not indicated they are not going to comply with the previous Award of the 
Commic.sion and contest or · otherwise not comply with an Award of medical 
benefits entered into and made fma] in 2015. Ther-e i.1 no impact affecting the 
Professional Rules of Conduct regarding my past or present representation in that 
case. 

Nevertheless, it is my intent to withdraw from the Shumake claim. That 
claimant is now in a position to try to settle her case,· given her current clinical 
condition, and if that occurs that would likely present a conflict of interest 

(Emphasis in original.) 

In his response to the Commission's . .inquiry, Mr. Geib appears to argue that a pending 

settlement_ of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. and the fact that · Sentara 

Healthcare, Irie. never told him it did _not inter:1d to pay for the treatment claimed by the claimant, 

Shumake, somehow · absolves the irripennissible conflict he created by ~g a claim against 

Sentara Healtb<;,are, Inc -an entity which is _also. his client in the fQU( matters pending on the 

undersign1?d Deputy Commi,'isioner's docket.. We hold that it does not. 

A review of the Shumake fiJe indicates that contrary to Mr. Geib's assertion, as of today, 

the parties have not settled that matter, and Mr. Geib continues to represent the interests of the 

claimant.against hls client, Sentara Healthcare,Inc. On July 21 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to 
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JCN VA00000109473; JGN V AOOOO()l 65O3 l; 

JCN YA00000930861; JCN YA020000l3845; and JCN VA00000360230 

cancel the pending On-The-Record proceeding and have the parties' dispute transferred to the 

Colllllmsion's Mediation Docket for the parties to participate in full and fmal mediation. It now 

appears Mr. Geib intends to participate in a full and final mediation on behalf of the claimant, 

Shlunake, against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., his client in the irve pending matters 

on the undersigned Deputy C.onvnissi:mer's . docket 

Jn his responsive letters to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib even acknowledged that 

attempting to s~tt.le the claimant's case in Shumake would likely cause a conflict. And despite 

his representation that he intended to withdraw from representation of the claimant due to th~ 

likely conflict, Mr. Geib continues to represent the claimant and even now seeks to participate in 

a full and final mediation to settle that case. 

Rule 1. 7 addresses the general rule re ga.rding a conflict of interest as follows:, 

(a) Exc~pt as provided ·iri paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a ·cfient if 
the representation involves a concurrent conf1iet of interest A concurrent 
conflict of interest exists if: 

(l) the r~t,resentation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; 
or 

(2) 

(b) 

(3) 

there i, significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will 
be materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a 
former client or a third person or by a personal mterest of the lawyer. 

Notwithstanding the existence of a concWTent cciriflict of interest under 
paragraph (a), a lawyer may ·represent a client if each · affected client 
consents after consultatk:>n. and: 

the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client 
against another client represented ·by the lawyer In the same litigation or 
other proceeding before ,a tnblllla~ and 
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JCN VA00000109473; JCN VA00000165031; 

JCN V A0000093086 I; JCN V A020000 J 3845; and JCN VA00000360230 

(4) the consent from the client is memorialized in writing. 

Mr. Geib's concurrent conflict present in these matters does not faff within the exception 

provided under Rule l.7(b) as there is no indicatbn Sentara Healtchare, Inc. and the claimant, 

Janet Shumake, have consented to the conflict, there is no indication that such consent has been 

memorialized h,· writing, and most importaptly/Rule l.7(b)O) applies as Mr. Geib is asserting a 

claim by his client. Karen Shumake, against his other client, Senta·ra Healthcare, Inc., both of 

whom he represents in different proceedings before the same tribunal. 

Mr. Geib .has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict prior to his 

entering the concurrent representation, and Mr. Geib has not provided any authority to support an 

argument that his concurrent representation of a claim against Sentara Healthcare; -Inc. falls 

within some exception to Rule · 1. 7 of the Ru~s of Professional Conduct. For these reasons, we 

hold lhat Mr. Geib's simultaneous representations of aild against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in 

these matters has created an impennissible conflict of interest in violation of Rule l. 7 of the 

Rules -of Professional Conduct. Just at the Commission stated in Richardson v. Moryview 

Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we again fllld Mr. Geib's .. actions 

raise serious concerns over loyalt), to his cllems, simultaneous representation of adverse clients, 

and the exercise of his· professiona I j.Jdgment on behalf of one client over another." 

·. In similar prior matters in which Mr. Geib has not provided a satisfactory response to the 

Commission's inquires, the · Commission has stayed proceedings to afford · Mr. Geib the 

opµortwrlty to . submit authority or otherwise to demonstrate how such concurrent representations 

should be allowed in accordance with the Rules of Professional Conduct for example, the 
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JCNVA00000109473; JCN VAOOOOOl65031; 

JCNVA0000093086!; JCNVA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

Comm.tSsion's July 9, 2018 Order stayed the proceedings in Richardson, JCN V AOl 002422994. 

Mr. Geib has taken no action to address the Comnmsion's concerns since that matter was stayed, 

and the interests of hi<l client in that matter remain undetennined. 

Even more troubling than Mr. Geib~s Jack of action in response to the Commission's 

staying of the proceedings in Richardson are the actions taken by Mr. Geib in Been, JCN 

VA00000585787, following the stay placed on those proceedings by Order issued on December 

18, 2019. Despite the stay placed on his representation of the claimant and medical provider in 

that matter, and after the Commi1ision's denial of his Request for Interlocutory Review of that 

Stay Order, Mr. Geib continued representing the interests of the claimant by re-filing an identical 

claim and obtaining a dismissal . of the claimant's claim with prejudice from a newly assigned 

Deputy Commissioner. We · therefore hold the impermissible conflict of interest created . by 

Mr;·Geib's representation of the claimant, Karen Shumake, against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. t1 

JCN V A00000754691 ·. necessitates removal of Mr. Ge.ib from further representation of Sentara 

Healthcare, lnc.'s interests in the matters pe·riding before the -undersigned Deputy Commissioner. 

Because Mr. Geib is ·being clisqualif'ied from.these matters, it is unne<:essary to further determine 

whether Mr. Geib's ongoing representation of the claimants in the other 19 matters against the 

iiterests of Seritara Healthcare; Inc. have also created hnpennlssible confli:ts of interest. 

' For these reasons, it is hereey ·ORDERED that Philip J. Geib, Esquire be REMOVED as 

counsel of record for Sentara Healthcare, Inc~, the medical provider, in the following matters: JCN 

VAOOOO0I09473; JCN VA00000165031; JCNVA00000930861; and JCN VA00000360230. 

Mr. Geib correctly st.ates that the undersigned Deputy Commissioner has no jurisdiction 
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JCN VAOOOO0I09473, JCN•VAOOOOOI65031; 

JCN V A0000093086 I; JCN V A02000013845; and JCN V A00000360230 

over h.is representation of the claimant in Shumake, JCN VA0000075469l because that dispute is 

pending on the docket of a different Deputy Commissioner. Because the undersigned has no 

jurisdiction to address the appropriateness of Mr. ~ib's actions before Deputy Commissioner 

Wilder, and in light of Mr. Geib's continued representation of the claimant. Janet Shumake, 

against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in JCN VA0000075469l in violation of Rule I. 7 

of the Rules of Professional Conduct, a cop-J of this Order SHALL be forwarded to Deputy 

Commissioner Lee Wilder in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare,JCN VA00000754691 and to 

the Intake Office, Office of Bar Counsel, Virginia State Bar, 1111 East Main, Suite 700, 

Richmond, Virginia 23219-0026 regarding Mr. G!ib's violation of Rule 1.7 of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct and any further consideration they deem necessary in connection with 

Mr. Ge1b's continued representation of the claimant, Janet Shwnake, against the interests of 

Sentara HeaJthcare, Inc. in Shumake v. Sentara-Healthcare,JCN VA0000075469I. 

Additionally, the undersigned Deputy Comm~sioner has no jurisdiction ·over Mr. Gei>'s 

representation of the claimant in. Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN V.'\00000585787 before Deputy 

Commissioner Wise. Because the undersigned has no jurisdiction to address the appropriateness 

of. Mr. Geib's actions before Deputy Commissioner Wise, a copy of this Order SHALL be 

forwarded to Deputy Commis,.ioner D. Edwanl Wise, Jr. in &en v. City of Norfotk, JCN 

VA00000585787 for any further consideration the Deputy Commissioner may deem necessary 

regarding Mr. Geo's c·ontinued representation ·of the claimant before the Commi5sion, resulting 

in the issuance .of an Order dismissing the claimant's claim with prejudice on May 12, 2020, 

without advising the Deputy Commissioner that his further representation of the claimant in that 
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JCNVA00000109473; JCNVA00000165031; 

JCN V A00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

matter was stayed effective December 18, 2019. 

In light of the removal of Mr. Geib from the representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., 

the insurer in the matters of JCN VAOOOOOI09473; JCN VA00000165031; JCN 

VA 00000930861; and JCN V A00000360230, the following dispositim shall apply to each 

matter specifically, as follows: 

1) PruitJ v. Gutter Works, Solutions, JCN VA00000109473 

This matter £ pending on the hearing docket for consideration of the Medical Provider's 

Application tiled on November 7, 2019. On January 30, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a letter on behalf 

of Sentara IJealtbcare, Inc. seeking to withdraw the pending application without prejudice. · The 

Commission hereby DIRECTS Sentara Healthcare, Inc. to provide written ())arification as to 

whether it still wi;hes to withdraw its November 7, 2019 Application. If the medical provider 

does not advise the Comnmsion regarding its positkm within the next thirty (30) days, then the 

pending Medical Provider Application will be ·scheduled for an evidentiary hearing in the normal 

course. 

2) Flores v. Lowe's Home Centers, lnc.,JCN VA00000l6503J 

This matter is on · the hearing docket for consideration of the Medical Provider's 

Application filed on October 25, 2019. On February 21, 2020; Mr. Geib filed a Stipulated Order 

and requested its entry on behalf of the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. The 

Commission hereby ADVISES Sentara Heahhcare, Inc. · that it will take no action on the 

proposed. Stipulated Order until the medical provider advises in writing whether it · still. agrees to 

entry of the· Stipulated Order submitted by Mr; Geib. lf the medical provider does not advise the 
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· JCN VA0OOOO 109473;· JCN VA 00000165031; 

JCN V AOC-000930861; JCN V A02000013845; and JCN V A00000360230 

Commission regarding its position on the proposed Stipulated Order within the next thirty (30) 

days, then the pending Medical Provider Application will be scheduled for an evidentiary 

hearing in the normal course. 

3) Payne 11. Broad Bay Country Club, JCN VA-00000930861 

This matter is pending -on the hearing docket for consideration of the Medical Provider's 

Application filed on October 30, 2019, and this matter shall be scheduled for an evidentiary 

hearing in the normal course. 

4) COl)f)er 11. City of Jlirginia Beacl1, JCN VA00000360230 

This matter is pending on the hearing docket for consideration of the Medical Provider's 

AppUcatron filed on November 5, 2019. On January 27, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a- request on behalf 

<.,f Sent.ara Healthcare, Inc. requesting to withdraw the pending Application without prejUd~e. 

The Corrtmission ·hereby DIRECTS Sentara-Healthcare, Inc. to provide written clarif.ication as to 

whether it still wishes to withdraw its November 5, 2019 Application. ·If the medical provider 

does not advise the Commission regarding its position within the next thirty (30) days, then the 

pending Medical Provider Application will be · scheduled for an evidentiary hearing in the nonnal 

course. 

·Additionally, on January 6, 2020, the defendants filed a proposed Protective Order for 

entry; · which was· signed by Mr. Geib on behalf of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. The parties are 

ADVISED that the Commission will take· no action on the· proposed Protective Order until 

Sentara Healthcare, Inc, advises ·in writing whether it still agrees to entry of the Prot.ective Order. 

Any party may appeal this decision to i.he Comnmsion by tiling a Request for ·R.eview 
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JCN VAOOOOOI09473; JCN VA0000016S03J; 

JCN VA00000930861; JCN VA02000013845; and JCN VA00000360230 

with the Commission within thirty (30) days of the date of this Order. 

Entered this 4th day of September, 2020. 

cc: 
The Hon. Lee Wilder 
Deputy Commissioner 

VIRGINIA WORKERS' COMPENSA TJON COMMJSSJON 

-~ ~-~ 2f---:__ __ 
Terry) :l'~nkins 
Deputy Commissioner 

Via WebfiJe in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN VA000007S469l 

The Hon. D. Edward Wise, Jr. 
Deputy Commissbner 
Via Webfile in Been v. City o/Norfolk.JCN VA00000585787 

Intake Office 
Office of Bar Counsel 
Virginia State Bar 
l l l I East Main, Suite 700 
Richmond, Virginia 23219-0026 
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Additional Parties 

Sentara Healthcare 
535 Independence Pkwy Ste 600 
Chesapeake, VA 23320-5 IS J 

~------ - ------

Neurosurgical Associates 
30 I Riverview Ave Ste 400 
Norfolk, VA 23510-lO<iS 



ROBERT COOPER 
1785 River RockAn:b 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456-6155 

Interested Parties 

Employer: 
CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH 
2400 Courtllouse Dr 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456-9130 

Insurance Can:ier: 
VIRGINIA BEACH CfTY OF 
Jeffrey Rod!!ffllcl Risk Management Administrator 
2400 Courthouse Dr,, Bldg 22 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

Philip J, Geib 
4360 Shore Dr Ste 103 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455~2994 

Claim Attministtator; · 
CorVel Entcprise Comp 
4820 Lake Brook Dr Ste 150 
Glen Allen, VA 23060-9251 

Claim Administrator Attomev: 
Sean R. Madeira 
Paperless 

Injured Wo!lw:;. 
ROBERT COOPER 
178$ River Rocle Arch 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456-6155 



VIRGNIA: 
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

ANGELA FLORES v. LOWE'S HOME CENTERS, INC. 
SENT ARA HEALTHCARE, INC., Medical Provider1 

LOWE'S HOME CENTERS, INC., Insurance Carrier 
SEDGWICK CLAIMS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA00000165031 
Claim Administrator File No. 0362503007000101625 
Date ofinjury: September 30, 2009 

Ros R. Willis, Esquire 
For the Claimant. 

No appearance by or on behalf of 
the self-insured Employer. 

Philip J. Geib, Esquire 
For the Medical Provider. 

Opinion by the 
COMMISSION 

Dec. 30, 2020 

REVIEW on the record by Commissioner Marshall, Commissioner Newman, and 
Commissioner Rapaport at Richmond, Virginia. 

This matter is before the Commission on.Attorney Philip J, Geib's October 5, 2020 Request 

for Review-of Oeputy Commissioner Jenkins' September 4, 2020 Corrected Order and Attorney 

Geib's Octqber 22, 2020 Request for Review of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' October 5, 2020 

correspondence. We AFFIRM the decision below. 

entity .. 

1 Sentara, s'entara Healthcare, and Sentara Hea1thcare, Inc., as referenced in this opinion, refer to the same 

I• 
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JCN V AOOOOO 165031 

I. Material Proceedings 

Attorney· Geib, representing the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare Inc., filed an 

application on October 25, 2019 seeking an evidentiary hearing. Attorney Geib alleged that the 

medical provider was owed an underpayment of$2,391.10 for services provided in J~ne 2010 . . 

· Pertinently, in Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787, an inquiry arose regarding 

Attorney Geib's concurrent representation of a claimant and a medical provider, Chesapeake Bay 

Pain Management. In Been, on December 18, 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed and 

removed from the hearing docket "all proceedings related to Mr. Geib's representation of the 

claimant and the medical provider in this matter . . . pending counsel's submission of legal 

authority to continue such concurrent representation." 

On January 7, 2020, the Commission advised that the Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Department determined that the matter was unresolved and ripe for a hearing. On die same date, 

the medical provider filed a Motion to Compel responses to its discovery requests as propounded 

upon the employer and carrier in October 2019. 

The Commission denied interlocutory review of the Been Order on January 22, 2020. 

Attorney Geib did not respond nor request that the stay be lifted. The Commission file reflects 

that Attorney Geib continued to act upon the Been case, such as filing a Request for H~ring on 

March 23, 2020, albeit upon the docket of Deputy Commissioner Wise. 

On January 22, 2020, the Deputy Commissioner advised the fo11owing: 

This matter is before the Commission for consideration of the medical 
provider's claim filed by you on October 25, 2019 on behalf of Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc. The Commission's records indicate that you are simultaneously representing 
the interests of claimants against _Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the party insurer, in the 
following cases: VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2393253; JCN VA00001345357; 
JCN Vl\00001434730; JCN VA00001129625; JCN VA00001060444; _ JCN 
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VA00000770893; JCN VA00000759173; 
V A00000754691; JCN V A00000603208; 
VA00000635036; JCN VA00000569147; 
VA00000236685; JCN VAOOOOOl 77751; 
V A00000497567; and JCN VA0000054987 l. 

JCN 
JCN 
JCN 
JCN 

JCN VAOOOOOI65031 

V A0000075465 l; 
VA00000670300; 
VA00000199245; 
V A00000362084; 

JCN 
JCN 
JCN 
JCN 

Most concerning, it appears you are actively litigating in Shumake v. Sentara 
Healthcare, JCN VA00000754691, a claim on behalf of the claimant against 
Sentara Healthcare, Inc.'s interests. That matter is currently on the Commission's 
evidentiary docket and scheduled for a hearing on March 2, 2020 before Deputy 
Commissinner Wilder. 

Pursuant to Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN V A00000688079 (Sep. 20, 
2016); accord Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 
(Jul. 9, 2018), it is necessary to detennine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent representation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is ORDERED to file 
a written response by February S, 2020 which advises the Commission as to the 
impact of Rules 1.6, 1. 7, 1.8, l.9 and 1.10 of the Virginia Rules of Professional 
Conduct in regard to allowing these concurrent representations before the Workers' 
Compensation Commission. 

(Emphasis in original.) 

Attorney Geib responded on February 17, 2020 regarding Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' 

January 22, 2020 letter .. He maintained that the claimant underwent surgery, the medical provider 

was underpaid, and hence it filed the pending application. Attorney Geib continued: 

My representation of the present provider Sentara Healthcare would not 
result in any infonnation or disclosures of confidential material that in any way may 
be. protected by the attorney-client privilege, or any other infonnation or act to be 
detrimentaJ to any client invoking Rule 1.6. 

I would further note that the circumstances of each claimant claim, listed in 
the first paragraph of your January 20, 2020 Order, are unique to those claims. In 
the p~t two decades, if hypothetically I have represented claimants against Sentara 
}:lealthcare in matters before the Commission, and that is not necessarily a conflict 
or even a potential conflict of interest. The present claim for the provider Sentara 
in the above referenced matter, is a dispute over the amounts of the payment due 
from the workers compensation insurance carrier as a result of treatment provided 
to other injured workers subject to the Act. 
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JCN VAOOOOOl 65031 

The claims listed in the first paragraph of your January 22, 2020 Order 
involved varying matters and varying circumstances in the present matter doesn't 
involve anything that in any way that is materially adverse to the interests of the 
former clients or the clients where I am still listed as counsel of record. 

The facts, likewise, in the referenced claims are in no way similar and the 
issues between the present claim and the claims listed, are in no way the same, 
similar and are in fact opposite. 

The present application on behalf of the provider Sentara Healthcare in no 
way will affect any of the interests of the listed present or past clients and there is 
no risk that representation of the present provider client will be affected or limited 
or will reciprocally affect the interests of the past and present claimant's [sic]. There 
is no active, real or apparent concurrent conflicts of interest present or otherwise. 

111e present matter does not represent any conflicts of interest affecting the, 
or otherwise invoking, the Professional Rules as listed in your January 22, 2020 
Order (as outlined above) and there are no implications involving Rule I. I 0. 

On February 21, 2020, the parties submitted a Stipulated Order to Deputy Commissioner 

Jenkins for review and approval. . 

On September 4, 2020, Deputy Commissfoner Jenkins issued a Corrected Order concerning 

numerous .cases. Pertinent to the matter before us, he ordered Attorney Geib .to be removed as 

counsel of record for Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the medical provider, in proceedings before him 

concerning JCN VA00000109473, JCN VA00000165031, JCN VA00000930861, and JCN 

V A00000360230. He explained: 

This issue before the Commission in JCN VA00000109473; JCN 
VA00000165031; JCN VA00000930861; and JCN VA00000360230, the only 
matters currently docketed before the undersigned Deputy Commissioner, is 
whether. Mr. Geib should be allowed to continue representation of Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc. in light of his numerous .identified concurrent representatioris of 
claiman~ against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., which is the party insur~r 
in those matters. 
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JCN VA00000165031 

We first consider the most concerning identified concurrent representation 
of Janet Shumake, the claimant in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN 
V A00000754691. In that case, Mr. Geib represents the claimant against the 
employer, Sentara Healthcare, and the insurer, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
ConcU1TCntly, Mr. Geib is also representing the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
in medical provider applications seeking payment of medical bills in the four 
matters (JCN V AOOOOO 1094 73; JCN VAOOOOO 165031; JCN VA0000093086 l; 
and JCN V A00000360230) pending on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's 
docket. 

In his response to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib appears to argue that 
a pending settlement of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, Irie. 
and the fact that Sentara Healthcare, Inc. never told him it did not intend to pay for 
the treatment claimed by the claimant, Shumake, somehow absolves the 
impermissible conflict he created by filing a claim against Sentara Healthcare, 
Incf.]-an entity which is also his client in the four matters_ pending on the 
undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. We hold that it does not. 

A review of the Shumake file indicates that contrary to Mr. Geib' s assertion, 
as of today, ·the parties have not settlecl that matter, and Mr. Geib continues to 
represent the interests of the claimant against his client, Sentara Ht>:althcare, Inc. 
On July 2, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to cancel the pending On-The-Record 
proceeding and have the parties' dispute transferred to the Commission's Mediation 
Docket for the parties to participate in full and final mediation. It now appears 
Mr. Geib intends to participate in a full and final mediation on behalf of the 
claimant, Shumake, against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., his client in 
the five pending matters on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. • 

In his responsive letters to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib even 
acknowledged that attempting to settle the claimant's case in Shumake would likely 
cause a conflict. And despite his representation that he intended to withdraw from 
representation of the claimant due to this likely conflict, Mr. Geib continues to 
represent the claimant and even now seeks to participate in a fuJ1 and final 
mediation to settle that case . 

. Mr. Geib's concurrent conflict present in these matters does not fall within 
the exception provided under Rule l. 7(b) as there is no indication Sentara 
[Healthcare], Inc. and the claimant, Janet Shumake, have consented to the conflict, 
there is no indic~ion that such consent has been memorialized in writing, and most 
importantly, Rule 1.7(b)(3) applies as Mr. Geib is asserting a claim by.his client, 
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JCN V AOOQOO 165031 

[Janet] Shumake, against his ~ther client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc., both of whom 
he represents in different proceedings before the same tribunal. 

Mr. Geib has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict 
prior to his entering the concurrent representation, and Mr. Geib has not provided 
any authority to support an argument that his concurrent representation of a claim 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc, falls within some exception to Rule 1. 7 of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct. For these reasons, we hold that Mr, Geib's simultaneous 
representations of and against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in these matters has created 
an impennissible conflict of interest in violation of Rule 1. 7 of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Just at the Commission stated in Richardson v. Maryview 
Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we again find 
Mr. Geib's "actions raise serious concerns over loyalty to his clients, simultaneous 
representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his professional judgment on 
behalf of one client over another." 

In similar prior matters in which Mr. Geib has not provided a satisfactory 
response to the Commission's inquires, the Commission has stayed proceedings to 
afford Mr. Geib the opportunity to submit authority or otherwise to demonstrate 
how such concurrent representations should be allowed in accordance with the 
.Rules of Professional Conduct. 

We therefore hold the impermissible conflict of interest i;;reated by 
Mr. Geib's representation of the claimant, [Janet] Shumake, against Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc. in JCN VA00000754~91 necessitates removal of Mr. Geib from 
further representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 's interests in the matters pending 
before . the undersigned Deputy Commissioner. Because Mr. Geib is being 
disqualified from these matters, it is unnecessary to. further detennine whether 
Mr. Geib's ongoing representation ofthe·claimants in the other 19 matters against 
the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. have also created impermissible conflicts 
of interest. 

Thereafter, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins dir~cted how each case Vfas to proceed on 

pending matters in light of the removal of Attorney Geib as representing Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

Regarding JCN VA0000016S03 I, the Deputy Commissioner instructed the medical provider that 

no action. would be taken on the proposed Stipulated Order until the medical provider advised in 

writing whether it still agreed to entry of the Stipulated Order submitted by Attorney Geib. 
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JCN V AOOOOO 165031 

Regarding the Shumake case, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins noted that the current dispute 

was pending on the docket of another Deputy Commissioner. He fonvarded a copy of the order to 

Deputy Commissioner Wilder and the Office of Bar Counsel "regarding Mr. Geib's violation of 

Rule 1. 7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct and any further consideration they deem necessary 

in connection with Mr. Geib's continued representation of the claimant, Janet Shumake, against 

the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc." in Shumake (JCN VA0000075469l). Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder entered an Order on September 16, 2020 allowing Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as legal counsel in Shumake. 

Similarly, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins forwarded the Order to Deputy Commissioner 

Wise for his consideration in Been (JCN V A00000585787) as the matter was pending on his 

docket. On September 11, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated the Order he entered on 

May 12, 2020 regarding Been matters. 2 

On September 25, 2020 and October 2, 2020, Attorney Geib sought clarification of the 

order. He maintained that the Deputy Commissioner had found "no present conflict of interests in 

any representation of the Provider Sentara Healthcare" in the cases of JCN VA0000968307, JCN 

2265315 and JCN 2302645. Regarding JCN VA00000165031, Attorney Geib stated that a 

Stipulated Order was submitted conforming with the parties' agreement to resolve and settle the 

claim. 

Deputy Commissioner Jenkins responded on October 5, 2020 and declined any 

reconsideration. He emphasized that the Commission had not found in any case that there were no 

2 On October 19, 2020, the Commission denied Attorney Geib 's request for interlocutory review of Deputy 
Commissioner Wise's September 11, 2020, Order, 
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'JCN VA0000016503l 

present conflicts of interest regarding Atti:irney Geib's representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

and various claimants. 

Attorney Geib timely requested interlocutory review of the September 4, 2020 Order.3 He 

objected to his removal as legal counsel and maintained that there were no conflicts of interest in 

any involved matter which would require his removal. 

On October 22, 2020, Attorney Geib responded to the October 5, 2020 correspondence 

from Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. He contended: 

To the extent that your October 5, 2020 is yet another fmding and/or Order 
of the Commission that your dispositions in the Pruitt, Flores, Payne and Cooper 
claims are final Orders and/or Dispositions by the Deputy, continuing to remove 
me as Counsel for the Provider in those matters, the c]aimant Appeals those Final 
Orders and/or that Final Dispositions of the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Commission accepted this as a Request for Review. 

II. Findings of Fact and Ru1ings of Law 

We begin by addressing Attorney Geib's correspondence of October 22, 2020 that the 

Commission accepted as a review request. We do not find that the Deputy Commissioner's 

October S, 2020 denial of reconsideration of the September 4, 2020 Order made any additional 

dispositive findings regarding the cases at issue for which a review request was necessary or 

pertinent. Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order which: 

(1) forwarded two cases to other Deputy Commissioners and the Bar, and (2) removed Attorney 

Geib as counsel of record for four cases before him. Attorney Geib (imely appeale~. The 

3 Attorney Geib appealed any finding by the Deputy Commissioner that "I cannot represent the interest of 
Sentara Healthcare in any matters pending before the Commission or which pennits me to file claims as counsel for 
Scntara Healthcare before the Commission." We do not find that the September 4, 2020 Order made this 
determination. 
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JCN VA00000165031 

Corrected Order was the final disposition and the pertinent inquiry on review. Attorney Geib's 

letter of October 22, 2020 was unnecessary given the_procedural posture presented. Accordingly, 

we DENY the Request for Review of the October 5, 2020 denial of reconsideration. 

We address Attorney Geib's Request for Review of the September 4, 2020 Order. Initially, 

we note that the removal of Attorney Geib was a detenninative action with obvious conclusory 

outcomes. AccordingJy, our decision regarding the removal as counsel is not interlocutory in 

nature. 

Regardless, the referral of the two cases to other Deputy Commissioners was interlocutory 

in nature and those cases have been addressed and processed accordingly. Nonetheless, we find 

the referrals made by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins were appropriate as those cases were.pending 

on the dockets of other Deputy Commissioners. Furthermore, the consideration of the referrals is 

moot at this juncture based upon the actions of the respective Deputy Commissioners discussed 

above.4 In Been, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated his May 2020 Order, and we denied 

interlocutory review. In Shumake, Deputy Commissioner Wilder allowed Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as counsel. 

Next, we turn to the merits of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' removal of Attorney Geib as 

counsel for the four cases before him. In December 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed 

the Been case in which Attorney Geib concurrently represented the health care provider, 

Chesapeake Bay Pain Management, and the claimant. This directive went completely unheeded. 

Contrary to Att<;>mey Geib's assertions, his withdrawal from a case or other activity, or an attempt 

4 Attorney Geib's Request for Review stated, "I would appeal to the Full Commission the Deputy 
Commissioner's Order with regards to the Frances Been matter." 
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JCN VA00000165031 

_ to do so, was not the equivalent · of complying with the initial Order. Rather, it absurdly flew in 

the face of an unequivocaJ judicial directive. Attorney Geib's continued participation in attempts 

to resolve any conflict does not address the prior existence of the conflict. Most significantly, 

none of these efforts comported with the mandate issued on December 19, 2019. 

An attorney with a pending conflict of interest cannot settle the case in which the conflict 

exists and then maintain that the conflict is moot. To accept such a proposition would allow an 

attorney engaged in unethical behavior to subvert the Rules of Professional Conduct and absolve 

himself or herself by effecting a compromise. 

In January 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins continued this concern regarding four 

cases before him in which Attorney Geib was counsel for Sentara Healthcare. Again, he instructed 

Attorney Geib to clarify the lack of conflicts with his representations of Sentara Healthcare in 

various cases meanwhile also representing claimants against Sentara Healthcare in other cases. 

Regardless, Attorney Geib maintained his concurrent representation in Shumake. Additionally, he 

proceeded with the Been case which had been stayed, before different Deputy Commissioners. 

Moreover, Attorney Geib continued representatiop. of Sentara Healthcare in the four cases before 

Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. Attorney Geib proposes that since those cases are resolved or in 

the process of reso]ving that therefore, no conflict exists. We disagree with this illogical rationale. 

The post ad hoc resolution of a case does not mean that an impermissible conflict never 

existed. Most cruciaIJy, the facts remain that Attorney Geib did not present to the Commission 

any client waivers or documentation to demonstrate compliance with the Commission's repeated 

requests and the Rules of Professional Conduct. While it was not a necessary dispositive finding, 
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JCN VA00000165031 

we swnmarily adopt and incorporate by reference the reasoning of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins 

on October 5, 2020 as it relates to the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order: 

The Commission is not responsible for performing conflicts of interest 
checks for your practice, and to the extent the Commission determines it does not 
need to conduct further inquiry in any particular case, you should likewise not 
consider such a determination to be a finding that your ongoing representation of 
any particular client is appropriate. It is your ongoing responsibility as an attorney 
who is regularly representing multiple parties in various litigated matters to monitor 
for conflicts of interest and take appropriate action when they arise. Rule of Prof. 
Conduct 1.7, Comment Nos. 3 and 9. 

For these reasons, we affirm the decision below. 

III. Conclusion 

The Deputy Commissioner's September 4, 2020 Order concerning JCN V AOOOOO 165031 

is AFFIRMED. 

This matter is hereby removed from th~ review docket. 

APPEAL 

You may appeal this decision to the Court of Appeals of Virginia by filing a Notice of 

Appeal with the Commission and a copy of the . Notice of Appeal with the Court of Appeals of 

Virginia within thirty (30) days of the date of this Opinion. You may obtain additional information 

concerning appeal requirements from the Clerks' Offices of the Commission and the Court of 

Appeals of Virginia. 
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VlRGNIA: 
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

TIMOTHY PAYNE v. BROAD BAY COUNTRY CLUB 
SENTARA HEALTHCARE, Medical Provider1 

FEDERAL INSURANCE COMP ANY, Insurance Carrier 
GALLAGHER BASSETT SERVICES INC, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA00000930861 
Claim Administrator File No. 005524000037WC0I 
Date oflnjury: May 13, 2014 

Timothy L. Payne, Sr. 
Claimant, pro se. 

Katharina K. Alcorn, Esquire 
For the Defendants. 

Philip]. Geib, Esquire 
For the MedicaJ Provider. 

Opinion by the 
COMMISSION 

Dec. 30, 2020 

REVIEW on the record by Commissioner Marshall, Commissioner Newman, and 
Commissioner Rapaport at Richmond, Virginia. 

This matter is before the Commission on Attorney Philip J. Geib's October 5, 2020 Request 

for Review of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' September 4, 2020 Corrected Order and on Attorney 
. . 

Geib's October 22, 2020 Request for Review of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' October 5, 2020 

correspondence. We AFFIRM the decision below. 

1 Sentara, Sentara Healthcare, and Sentara Healthcare, Inc., as referenced in this opinion, refer.to the same 
entity. 
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JCN V A00000930861 

I. Material Proceedings 
:·. 

Attorney Geib, representing the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, filed at1/application 

on October 30, 2019 seeking an evidentiary hearing. Attorney Geib alleged thatJhe medic.al 

provider was owed an underpayment of $47,142.97 for services rendered in May 201( 

Pertinently, in Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787, an inquiry arose regarding 

Attorney Geib's concurrent representation ofa claimant and a medical provider, Chesapeake Bay 

Pain Management. In Been, on December 18, 20 I 9, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed and 

removed from the hearing docket "all proceedings related to Mr. Geib's representation of the 

claimant and the medical provider in this matter ... pending counsel's submission of legal 

authority to continue such concurrent representation." The Commission qenied interlocutory 

review of this Order on January 22, 2020. Attorney Geib did not respond nor request that the stay 

be lifted. The Commission file reflects that Attorney Geib continued to act upon the Been case, 

such as filing a Request for Hearing on March 23, 2020, albeit upon the docket of Deputy 

Commissioner Wise. 

In the instant case, on December 30, 2019, the Commission issued a Notice of Alternative 

Dispute Resolution Certificate certifying that the medical provider application was unresolved 

and ripe for adjudication by hearing. On January 3, 2020, the medical provider filed a Motion to 

Compel responses to its discovery requests as propounded upon the employer and carrier in 

November 2019. 

On January 22, 2020, the Deputy Commissioner advised the following 

This matter is before the Commission for consideration of the medical 
provider's .claim filed by you on October 30, 2019 on behalf ofSentara Healthcare, 
Inc. The Commission's records indicate that you are simultaneously representing 
the interests of claim~ts against Sentwa Healthcare, Inc., the party in~urer,_ in the 
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JCN VA00000930861 

following cases: VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2393253; JCN VA00001345357; 
JCN VA00001434730; JCN VAOOOOl129625; JCN VA00001060444; JCN 
VA00000770893; JCN VA00000759173; JCN VA00000754651; JCN 
VA00000754691; JCN VA00000603208; JCN VA00000670300; JCN 
VA00000635036; JCN VAOOOOOS69147; JCN VA00000199245; JCN 
VA00000236685; JCN VA0000017775J; JCN VA00000362084; JCN 
VA00000497567; and JCN VA00000549871. 

Most concerning, it appears you are actively litigating in Shumake v. Sentara 
Healthcare, JCN V A00000754691, a claim on behalf of the claimant against 
Sentara Healthcare, Inc.' s interests. That matter is currently on the Commission's 
evidentiary docket and scheduled for a hearing on March 2, 2020 before Deputy 
Commissioner Wilder. 

Pursuant to Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN V A00000688079 (Sep. 20, 
2016); accord Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 
(Jul. 9, 20 I 8), it is necessary to determine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent representation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is ORDERED to file 
a written response by February 5, 2020 which advises the Commission as to the 
impact of Ru.I es 1.6, I. 7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 of the Virginia Rules of Professional 
Conduct in regard to allowing these concurrent representations before the Workers' 
Compensation Commission. 

(Emphasis in original.) 

Attorney Geib responded on February 17, 2020 regarding Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' 

January 22, 2020 letter. He maintained that he.was retained by the medical provider regarding the 

claimant's operation of _May 14, 2014 "and the provider Sentara Healthcare was not p~id by the 

workers compensation fosurance carrier resulting in the present pending application." Attorney 

Geib continued: 

My representation of the prese!lt provider Sentara Healthcare would not 
result in any information or disclosures.of con:ijdential material that in any way may 
be. protected by the attorney-client privilege, or any other infonnation or act to be 
detrimen.tal to any client invoking Rule 1.6. 

I would further note that the circumstances of each claimant claim, listed in 
the first paragraph of your January 20, 2020 Order, are unique to those claims. In 
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the past two decades, if hypothetically I have represented claimants against Senuµ-a 
Healthcare in matters before the Commission, and that is not necessarily a conflict 
or even a potential conflict of interest. The present claim for the provider Sentara 
in the above referenced matter, is a dispute over the amounts of the payment due 
from the workers compensation insurance carrier as a result of treatment provided 
to other injured workers subject to the Act. 

The claims listed in the first paragraph of your January 22, 2020 Order 
involved varying matters and varying circumstances in the present matter doesn't 
inv~lye anythi_ng that in any way that is materially adverse to the interests of the 
former clients or the clients where I am still listed as counsel of record. 

The facts, likewise, in the referenced claims are in no way similar and the 
issues between the present claim and the cJaims listed, are in no way the same, 
similar and are in fact opposite. 

The present application on behalf of the provider Sentara Healthcare in no 
way will affect any of the interests of the listed present or past clients and there is 
no risk that representation of the present provider client will be affected or limited 
or will reciprocally affect the interests of the past and present claimant's [sic]. There 
is no active, real or apparent concurrent conflicts of interest present or otherwise. 

The present matter does not represent any conflicts of interest affecting the, 
or otherwise invoking, the Professional Rules as listed . in your January 22, 2020 
Order (as outlined above) and there are no implications involving Rule 1.10. 

On September 4, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued a Corrected Order concerning 

numerous cases. Pertinent to the matter before us, he ordered Attorney Geib. to be removed as 

counsel of record for Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the medical provider, in proceedings before him 

concerning .JCN VA00000109473, JCN VA00000165031, JCN VA0000093086I, and JCN 

VA00000360230. He explained: 

This issue before the ColllllJission in JCN VA00000109473; JCN 
VA00000165031; JCN VA00000930861; and JCN VA00000360230, the only 
matters currently docketed before the undersigned Deputy Commissioner, . is 
whether Mr. Geib should be allowed to continue representation of Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc. in light of his numerous identified concurrent representations of 
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claimants against the interests of SentaraHealthcare, Inc., which is the party insurer 
in those matters. 

We first consider the most concerning identified concurrent representation 
of Janet· Shumake, the claimant in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN 
VA00000754691. In that case, Mr. Geib represents the claimant against the 
employer, Sentara Healthcare, and the insurer, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
Concurrently, Mr. Geib is also representing the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
in medical provider applications seeking payment of medical bills in the four 
matters (JCN VA00000109473; JCN VA00000165031; JCN VA00000930861; 
and JCN VA00000360230) pending on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's 
docket. 

In his response to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib appears to argue that 
a pending settlement of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
and the fact that Sentara Healthcaxe, Inc. never told him it did not intend to pay for 
the treatment claimed by the claimant, Shumake, somehow absolves the 
impermissible conflict he created by filing a claim against Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc[.]-an entity which is also his client in the four matters pending on the 
undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. We hold that it does not. 

A review of the Shumake file indicates that contrary to Mr. Geib's assertion, 
as of today,. the parties have not settled that matter, and Mr. Geib continues to 
represent the interests of the claimant.against his client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
On July 2, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to cancel ·the pending On-The-Record 
proceeding and have the parties' dispute transferred to the Commission's Mediation 
Docket for the parties to participate in full and final mediation .. It now appears 
Mr. Geib intends to participate in a full an~ final mediation on behalf of the 
claimant, Shumake, ~ainst the int~sts of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., his client in 
the five pending matters on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. 

In his responsive letters to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib even 
acknowledged that attempting to settle the claimant's case in Shumake would likely 
cause a conflict. And despite his representation that he intended to withdraw from 
representation of the claimant due to this likely conflict, Mr. G~ib continues to 
represent the ~Iaimant and even now seeks to participate in a fulJ . and final 
medlat~on to settle that case. 

Mr. Geib's concurrent conflict present in these matters does not fall within 
the exception provided under Rule l.7(b) as there is no indication Sentara 
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[Healthcare], Inc. and the claimant, Janet Shumake, have consented to: the coriflict, 
there is no indication that such consent has been memorialized in writing, and most 
importantly, Rule l.7(b)(3) applies as Mr. Geib is asserting a claim by his client, 
(Janet] Shumake, against his other client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc., both of whom 
he represents in different proceedings before the same tribunal. 

Mr. Geib has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict 
prior to his entering the concurrent representation, and Mr. Geib has not provided 
any authority to support an argument that his concurrent representation of a claim 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. falls within some exception to Rule 1. 7 of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct. For these reasons, we hold that Mr. Geib's simultaneous 
repr~entations of and against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in these matters has created 

.·an impermissible conflict of interest in violation of Rule 1.7 of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Just at the Commission stated in Richardson v. Maryview 
Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we again find 
Mr. Geib's "actions raise serious concerns over loyalty to his clients, simultaneous 
representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his professional judgment on 
behalf of one client over another." 

In similar prior matters in which Mr. Geib has not provided a satisfactory 
response to the Commission's inquires, the Commission has stayed proceedings to 
afford Mr. Geib the opportunity to submit authority or otherwise to demonstrate 
how such concµrrent representations should be allowed in accordance with the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. 

We therefore hold the impermissible conflict of interest .created by Mr. _Geib's 
representation of the claimant, [Janet] Shumake, against Sentara Healthcare,Inc. in 

"JCN VA00000754691 necessitates removal ofMr. Geib from further representation 
of Sentara fiealthc~e, Inc. 's interests _in the_ matters per.tding befol'.e.the .undersignecl 
Deputy Commissioner. Because Mr. Geib is being disqualified from these matters, 
it is unnecessary to further detenn_ine whe~er Mr . .Geib's ongoing representatfon 
of the c]~irnants in the other 19 matters against the interests of Sentara Healthc~re, 
Inc. have also created impermissible conflicts of interest. 

Th~reafter, Deputy Gommissioner Jenkins -directed how each case was to proceed on 

pending matters in light of the removal of Attorney Geib as representing Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

Regarding JCN VA00000930861, the Deputy Commissioner noted_ that a claim_ was pending and 

would ~e scheduled for a hearing. 
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Regarding the Shumake case, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins noted that the current dispute 

was pending on the docket of another Deputy Commissioner. He forwarded a copy of the order to 

Deputy Commissioner WiJder and the Office of Bar Counsel "regarding Mr. Geib's violation of 

Rule 1. 7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct and any further consideration they deem necessary 

in connection with Mr. Geib's continued representation of the claimant, Janet Shumake, against 

the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc." · iti Shumake (JCN VA00000754691). Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder entered an Order on September 16, 2020 allowing Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as legal counsel in Shumake. 

Similarly, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins forwarded the Order to Deputy Commissioner 

Wise for his consideration in Been (JCN V A00000585787) as the matter was . pending on his 

docket. On September t 1, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated the Order he entered on 

May 1.2, 2020 regarding Been matters.2 

On September 15, 2020, the Commission scheduled a hearing to be conducted on 

December 2, 2020 for JCN VA0000093086 l. 

On September 25, 2020 and October 5, 2020, Attorney Geib sought clarification of the 

order. He maintained that the Deputy Commissioner had found "no present conflict of interests in 

any representation of the Provider Sentara Healthcare" in the cases of JCN VA0000968307, JCN 

2265315 and JCN 2302645. Regarding JCN VA00000930861, Attorney Geib stated that the 

medical provider maintained its agreement to have the matter scheduled for an evidentiary hearing. 

2 On October 19, 2020, the Commission denied Attorney Geib's request for interlocutory review of Deputy 
Commissioner Wise's September 11, 2020, -Order. 
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" Deputy Commissioner Jenkins responded . on October 5, 2020 and declined . any 

reconsideration. He emphasized that the Commission had not found in any case that there were no 

present conflicts of interest regarding Attorney Geib's representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

and various claimants. 

Attorney Geib timely requested interlocutory review of the September 4, 2020 Order.3 He 

objected to his removal as legal counsel and maintained that there were no conflicts of interest in 

any involved matter which would require his removal. 

On October 22, 2020, Attorney Geib responded to the October 5, 2020 correspondence 

from Deputy Commissioner Jenl<lns. He contended; 

To the extent that your October 5, 2020 is yet another finding and/or Order 
of the Commission that your dispositions in the Pruitt, Flores, Payne and Cooper 
claims are final Orders and/or Dispositions by the Deputy, continuing to remove 
me itS Counsel for the Provider in those matters, the claimant Appeals those Final 
Orders and/or that Final Dispositions of the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Commission accepted this as a Request for Review. 

Il. Findings of Fact and Rulings of Law 

We begin by addressing Attorney Geib's correspondence of October 22, 2020 that the 

Commission accepted as a review request. We do not find that the Deputy Commissioner's 

October 5, 2020 denial of reconsideration of the September 4, 2020 Order made any additional 

dispositive findings regarding the cases at issue for which a review request was necessary or 

pertinent. Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order which: 

3 Attorney Geib appealed any finding by the .Deputy Commissioner that "I cannot represent the interest of 
Sentare. Healthcare in any matters pending before the Commission or which pennits me to file claims as counsel fur 
Sentara Healthcare before the Commission." We do not find that the September 4, 2020 Order made this 
determination. 
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(1) forwarded two cases to other Deputy Commissioners and the Bar, and (2) removed Attorney 

Geib as counsel of record for four cases before him. Attorney Geib timely appealed. The 

Corrected Order was the final disposition and the pertinent inquiry on review. Attorney Geib's 

letter of October 22, 2020 was unnecessary given the procedural posture presented. Accordingly, 

we DENY the Request for Review of the October 5, 2020 denial of reconsideration. 

We address Attorney Geib's Request for Review of the September 4, 2020 Order. Initially, 

we note the removal of Attorney Geib was a determinative action with obvious conclusory 

outcomes. Accordingly, our decision regarding the removal as counsel is not interlocutory in 

nature. 

Regardless, the referral of the two cases to other Deputy Commissioners was interlocutory 

in nature, and those cases have been addressed and processed accordingly. Nonetheless, we find 

the referrals made by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins were appropriate as those cases were pending 

on the dockets of other Deputy Commissioners. Furthermore, the consideration of the referrals is 

moot at this juncture based upon the actions of the respective Deputy Commissioners discussed 

above.4 In Been, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated his May 2020 Order, and we denied 

interlocutory review. In Shumake, Deputy Commissioner Wilder allowed Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as counsel. 

Next, we tum to the merits of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' removal of Attorney Geib as 

counsel for the four cases before him. In December 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed 

the Been case in which Attorney Geib concurrently represented the health care provider, 

4 Attorney Geib's Request for Review stated, "I would appeal to the Full Commission the Deputy 
Commissioner's Order with regards to the Frances Been matter." 
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Chesapeake Bay Pain Management, and the claimant This directive went completely unheeded. 

Contrary to Attorney Geib's assertions, his withdrawal from a case or other activity, or an attempt 

to do so, was not the equivalent of complying with the initial Order. Rather, it absurdly flew in 

the face of an unequivocal judicial directive. Attorney Geib' s continued participation in attempts 

to resolve any conflict does not address the prior existence of the conflict, Most significantly, 

none of these efforts comported with the mandate issued on December 19, 2019. 

An attorney with a pending conflict of interest cannot settle the case in which the conflict 

exists and then maintain that the conflict is moot. To accept such a proposition would allow an 

attorney engaged in unethical behavior to subvert the Rules of Professional Conduct and absolve 

himself or herself by effecting a compromise. 

In January 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins continued his concern regarding four cases 

before him in which Attorney Geib was counsel for Sentara Healthcare. Again, he instructed 

Attorney Geib to clarify the lack of conflicts with his representations of Sentara Healthcare in 

various cases meanwhile also representing claimants against Sentara Healthcare in other cases. 

Regardless, Attorney Geib maintained his concU1Tent representation in Shumake. Additionally, he 

proceeded with the Been case, which had been stayed, before different Deputy Commissioners. 

Moreover, Attorney Geib continued representation of Sentara Healthcare in the four cases before 

Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. Attorney Geib proposes that since those cases are resolved or in 

the process of resolving that therefore, no conflict exists. We disagree with this illogical rationale. 

The post ad hoc resolution of a case does not mean that an impermissible conflict never 

existed. Most crucially, the facts remain that Attorney Geib did not present to the Commission 

any client waivers or documentation to demonstrate compliance with the Commission's repeated 
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requesis arid the Rules of Professional Conduct. While it was not a necessary dispositive finding, 

we summarily adopt and incorporate by reference the reasoning of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins 

on October 5, 2020 as it relates to the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order: 

The Commission is not responsible for performing conflicts of interest 
checks for your practice, and to the extent the Commission determines it does not 
need to conduct further inquiry in any particular case, you should likewise not 
consider such a detennination to be a finding that your ongoing representation of 
any particular client is appropriate. It is your ongoing responsibility as an attorney 
who is regularly representing multiple parties in various litigated matters to monitor 
for conflicts of interest and take appropriate action when they arise. Rule of Prof. 
Conduct 1.7, Comment Nos. 3 and 9. 

For these reasons, we affinn the decision below. 

ill. Conclusion 

The Deputy Commissioner's September 4, 2020 Order concerning JCN V A00000930861 

is AFFIRMED. 

This matter is hereby removed from the review docket. 

AP-PEAL 

You may appeal this-decision to the Court of Appeals of Virginia by filing a Notice of 

Appeal wi_th the Commission and .a copy of the Notice of Appeal with the Court of Appeals of 

Virginia within thirty (30) days of the date of this Opinion. You may obtaii:i additional information 

concerning appeal requirements from the Clerks' Offices of the Commission. f!.nd the Court of 

Appeals of Virginia. 

11 
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L .Material Proceedings 

Att.omey Geib, representing 1he medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, filed an application 

on November 5, 2019 seeking an evidentiary hearing. Attorney Geib aJ1eged that the medical 

provider was owed an under:payJnCQt of $8,223.49 for services provided in Januaiy 2014. On 

December I 0, 2019, the Commission ad\lis:ed that the Altemative Dispute Resolution Department 

determined that the matter was unresolved and ripe for a hearing. On laowuy 6. 2020, the medical 

provider and the claim administrator (CorVel Col'poiation) submitted an executed Protective Order 

for review and entry by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. 

Pertinently, in Been v. City of Noifolk, JCN VA00000585787, an inquiry arose regarding 

Attorney Geib's concurrent n,prese:ntation of a claimant and a medical provider, Chesapeake Bay 

Pain Management. In Been, on December 18, 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed and 

removed ftom the hearing docket "all proceedings related to Mr. Oeib's representation of the 

claiumnt and the medical provider in this matter . .. pending counsel's submission of legal 

autb~~ty to continue such concurrent representation." The Commission denied interfocutory 

review of this Order on January 22, 2020; Attorney Gei'b did not respond nor request 1hat the stay 

'be lifted. The Commission file reflects that A~ Geib continued to act upon the Been. case, 

suoh as filing a Request for Hearing on Maroh 23, 2020, albeit upon the docket of Deputy 

Commissioner W"JSe. 

On January 22, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins advised the following: 

This matter is before the Commission for considenition of the medical 
provider's claiDi tiled by you on November S, 2019 on behalf ofSentara Healthcare, 
Inc. The Commission's records indicate that you are simultaneously repres,enting 
the interests of claimants against Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the party insw-er, in the 
fullowing cases: VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2393253; JCN VA000013453S7; 
JCN VA00001434730; JCN VA00001129625; JCN VA00001060444; ·1CN 
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VA00000770893; JCN VA00000759173; JCN VA000007S4651; JCN 
VA00000754691; JCN VA00000603208; JCN VA00000670300; JCN 
VA00000635036; JCN VAOOOOOS69l47; JCN VA0000019924.S; JCN 
VA0000023668S; JCN VA0000017775J; JCN VA00000362084; JCN 
VA00000497567; and lCN VA0000054987l. 

Most cooceming, it 41J>Pew& yo11 are actively litigating m Shumake v. Serttara 
Healthcare, JCN VA0000075469l, a claim on behalf of the claimant against 
Seotara Healthcare, Inc. 's int.crests, That matter is currently on the Commission's 
iwidentiary docket and :scheduled for a bearing on M81'cl1 2, 2020 'befonfDeputy 
Commissioner Wilder. 

Pursuant to Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN V A00000688079 (Sep. 20, 
2016); acconl Richardson w. Maryview Medical Center, ]CN VA01002422994 
(Jul 9, 2018), it is necessary to determine the appropriateness of this qoing 
concurrent representation in this mattc;r. 'I1lcRfore, Mr. Oeib is ORDERED to file 
.a written reS'pOl]Se by February S, 2020 which advises the Commission aii to the 
impact ofRuf~ 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, I.9 and 1.10 of the Vqinia Rules of Professional 
Concluct in regard to allowing these concurrent representations before the Wolkers' 
Compensation Conmtission. 

(Emphasis in original.) 

On Jmiuary 27, 2020, Attorney Geib requested to withdJ'aw without prejudice the inedical 

provider's pendirig application. 

Attorney Oen, responded to Deputy C<>mmissioner Jenkins' ~ on February 17, 2020. 

He maintainod thnt JCN VA0000.0360230 was withdrawn on January 27, 2020, and no other 

applications were pending. Attorney Oeib continued: 

· My ~tation of the present provider Sentara Healthcare would not 
result io any mformation or disclosures 1:>f confidential material that in any way may 
be protected by the attorney-client privilege, or any other information or act to be 
detrimental to ·any client invoking Rule l.6: 

· I would further note that the circwnstances of each claimant claim,· usted in 
the·fint paragraph of your January 20, 2020 Order, are unique to tbose·cJaims. In 
the past two decades, ifhypotheticalJy I have represented clainwnts against Sentara 
Healthcart in. matters before the Commission, and that i, not necessarily a conflict 
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or mm a potential conflict of inttrest. The present claim for the provider Sentara 
in the above referenced matter, is a dispute over the amounts of the payment due 
from the worlcers compensation Insurance carrier as a result of trellbnent provided 
to other injured workers su~ect to the Act. 

The claims listed in the fimt paragraph of your Janumy 22, 2020 Omer 
involved varying matm'S and varying cfrcumstnnces m the present matter doesn't 
.involve anything that in any way that is materially adfflse to the interests of the 
. former clients or the clienf!I where Jam still listed as counsel of reconl. 

The facts, likewise, in the referencc:d claim'S are in no way similar and the 
issues between the present claim. and the claims listed. are io no way the same. 
similar and .are in fact opposite. . 

The present application on behalf of the provider Seatm Healthcar.e In no 
way will ·affect any of the interest3 of the listed pre.1Cnt or past clients and there is 
no risk that representation of the presertt provider client will be ~coted or limited 
or will reciprocally affect tbe interests of the past and present elaimant' s [sic]. There 
is no active, real or apparent concurrent conflicts of interest present or otherwise. 

The present matter does not represent any contlicts of interest affecting the, 
or otherwise invoking, the Professiolial Rules as lis~ in your Jrmwuy 22, 2020 
Order (as outlined above) and there are no implications involving Rule 1.1 O. • 

On September 4, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued a Corrected Order concemms 

numerous cases. Pertinent to the matter before us, he ordered Attorney Oeib to be removed as 

counsel of record· for Scntara Healthcare, Inc., the medical provider. in proceedings before him 

concerning JCN VA00000109473, JCN VAOOOOOl6S031, JCN VA00000930861, and JCN 
.·• 

VA00000360230. · He explained: · 

This issue before the Commission in JCN VAOOOOOI09473; JCN 
VA0000016S031; JCN VA0000093086l; and 1CN VA00000360230, the only 
matters euirently · docketed before• the'· undendgned Deputy Commissioner, is 
whether Mr. Gelb · sf?ollld be alloweo to continue representation of ·Sentaru 
Health~; Inc. in light of his numerous identified conCWTClit represcmmtions of 
claimants against the interests o!Sentara Healthcare, Inc., which is the party insurer 
in tb.oae matters. 
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We first cousider tho most oonceming identified concmrent representation 
of Janet Shumake, the claiutattt u,. $huni8ke · v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN 
VA-00000754691. · In that cue, Mr. Geto aept'CflC:llts the claimant against the 
employer, Sentara Healthcare, and the insun:r, ·Seotara Healthcare, Inc. 
Col1Cllfflmtly, Mr. Geib is also rep.resenting the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
in medical provider ap_plioatiODS aeeking payment of medical bills In the four 
matters {1CN VA00000109413; JCN VA00000165031; JCN VA0000093086l; 
and JCN V A00000360230) pending on the lttldersigncd Deputy Comuµaioner•s 
docket 

In his response to the Commiasion's inquuy, Mr. Oei"b appears to argue that 
a pending settlement of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
and the :lhct that Sentara Healthcare, Inc. never told tum it did not intend to pay for 
tlie treatment claimed by ,the claimant, Shumake, somehow ab&0lves the 
impermiarible conflict he cre.ued by fi.libg a claim against Sentara Healthcare_ 
Jnc[.]--tln entity which is also · bis r.lient :in the four matters pc:oding on the 
undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. We hold that it does not. 

A revicwofthe Shumakefileindicatesthatcontraryto Mr. Oeib's assertion, 
as of toda~ tbe parties have not settled that matter, and Mr. Geib continues to 
represent the interests of the cJaiinant asafnst bis client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc, 
On July 2, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to cancel the pending On-The-Record 
proceed.ins and have tbe parties' dispute tnJnBferred to the Commission's Mediation 
Docket· for the •parties to pa11:icipate in ~ and final mediation. It now · appears 
Mr. Oeib intends to participate in a ·:full and fiDaJ mediation on behalf of thi, · 
claimant,, Shumake,· against the intotesis of Senrara Healthcare, Inc., his client in 
the fiVe pending matters on ·the undersijnod Deputy Commissioner's .docket. ·· 

.·.·· . . . . .. ' . . 

· In: his . resp0l1Sive letters to .the Commission's inquiry, Mt, Geib even 
acknowledged that atte:nipting to settle the claimant' 11 case in Shumake would likely 
cime a conflict. And despite his n,presentation that he intended to withdnaw from 
representation of the claimant due to this likely confliot, Mr. Geil> continues to 
represent the claimant and even now seeks to participate in a full and final 
mediation to· s.,nle that case. · · ' 

.·· · Mr.: Geib's concurrent conflict present in these matters does not fallwithin 
the exception provided under Rule t :7(b) as there_ is no indication Sentara 
[HealthcaieJ, Inc. and the claimant, Janet Shumake, have consented to the confljct, 
there is no indication that such couent has been memorialized in writing; and most 
importantly; Rule l.1(b)(3) applies as Mr. Get'b is BSSerting a CIIIDD by bis client, 
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[Janet] Slnnnake, against his other client, Sentara Heahhcare, Inc., both of whom 
he rq,resents .in different proceedings before the same tnbunal. 

Mr. Geib has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict 
prior to his entering the concummt representation, and Mr. Oa'b bas not provided 
any authority to StJP.P()l't an vgument that his ooncummt representation of a claim 
against Semara IIealthcan,, Inc . .talls w£tbln someaoeption to Rule I. 7 of the RuJes 
of Pmfessional Conduct. For these teasonil, we hold that Mr. Geib's simultaneous 
rcpreseotations -of and against Seotara,Heattb~ Inc. in these matters has created 
an mtpennisst"ble con.flict of interest in violation of. Rule · J. 7 of tho · Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Just at the Commission stated .in Richardson v. _Ma,yview 
Medical. Center, JCN VA01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we again find 
Mr. Gea'b's .. actions raise serious concealB over loyalty to bi& clients, simultaneous 
representation of adverse clients. and the exercise of his professional judgment on 
behalf of one client over another." 

In similar prior mmters in which Mr. Geib has not provided a satisfactory 
response to the Commiaaion"s inquires, the Commissk>n has stayed proceedings to 
afford Mr. Oeil> the opportunity ro submit authority or otherwise to demonstrate 
how -web. conCWTent representations should be allowed in accordance with the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. 

We therefore hold the impenniSSl"ble conflict of interest created by Mr. Geib's 
represen1Btion oftb.e claimant, [Janet] Shumake; against Sentara Healthcare. Inc. in 
JCN VA00000754691 necessitates removal ofMr. Gei'b from further representation 
of Sentar:a Healthcare, Inc. 's interests in the matters pending before the undersigned 
Deputy Commissioner. Because Mr. Gei'b is being disqualified from these ina.tters, 
it is unnecessary to further determine whether Mr. Geib's ongoing representation 
oflhe claimants in the other 19 mattms'against the interests of Sentare Healthcare, 
Inc. ·hlive also created impermissible conflicts of intetc&t, 

Thereafter., Deputy Commissioner Jeti.kins directed how eacl.l C8$C was · to proceed on 

pending ~att~ in light of the removal of Attorney Oeib as representing Sentam Healthcare, Inc. 

Regarding JCN · V A00000360230, the · Deputy Commissioner directed tho medical provider to 

provide written · clarification as to whether it ·still wished to withdraw its application of 

November S, 2019, or scheduled for a hearing, and whether the medical provider still agreed to 

the entry of a proposed Protoctive Order. 
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Regarding the Shumake case, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins noted that a current dispute 

was pending on tile docket of another Deputy'C'.Qmmiesioner. He forwMded a copy of tho order to 

Deputy Commissioner W'tlder and the Office of Bar CoUDSel "regardins Mr, Oeib's violation of 

Rule 1.7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct and aoy t\lrtber consideration they deem necessary 

in cooncction with Mr. Gell>'s continued representation of the alairoant. Janet Shumake, against 

the interests of Sentara . Healthcare, Inc." in Shumake (JCN VA000007S469J ), Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder entered an Order on September 16, 2020 allowing Attorney Oeib to 

withdraw 11! legal coumeJ in Shumake. 

Similarly, Deputy Commiasfom:r Jcwdns forwarded the Order to Deputy Commissioner 

Wisc for his consideration in Been (JCN VAOOOO0S85787) as the matter was pending on his 

docket. On September 11, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated the Order he entered on 

May 12, 2020 regarding Been matters. :z 

Ou September 25, 2020 and October S, 2020, Attorney Geib sought clarification of the 
,. ·• ·, 

o~. He mam~ed that the Deputy Commissioner had found "no present conflict of interests in 

any representation of the Provider Sentara Healthcare" in the cases of JCN V A0000968307, JCN 
.. · . . 

2265315, and JCN 2302645. Regarding JCN VA00000360230, Attorney Geib stated that the 

medical provider sought to withdraw the pending application. 

Deputy Commissioµei Jenkins responded on October 5, · 2020 md declined any 

reco~ideration. He c:mphasized that the Commis.1ion had not found in any case that there were no 

2 on October 19, 2020, the Commission denied Attorney Geib"a n:qucst for intcrl.C>altory review ofDqiuty 
Commissioner Wise's September 11, 2020, Order, · · 
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present conflicts of interest regarding Attorney Oetl,'s represeotatiOJ1 of Sentara Healthcare. Inc. 

and various claimants. 

Attorney Geib timely requos.ted interlocutory review of tho September 4, 2020 Order. :J He 

ol,,jected to his removal as Jegal COl,ID.BCl and maintained that there were no conffie11 of intcmst in 

any involved matter which would require his removal. 

On October 22, 2020, Attorney Oei"b responded to the October S, 2020-correspondence 

from Deputy Commissioner Jenkins, He contended: 

To the extent that your October 5, 2020 :is yet 11J:10ther finding aod/or onter 
of the Cmmnission that your dispositions in the Pruitt, Flores, Payne and Cooper 
claims are ftnal Orders and/or Dispositions by the Deputy, continuing to remove 
me as Counsel for the Provider in those mattem, the claimaot Appeals those Final 
Orders and/or that Final Dispositions of the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Commission accepted this as a Request for Review. 

n. Findings of Fact and Rulings o!Law 

We begin by addressing Attorney Geib's correspondence of October 22, 2020 that the 

Commission accepted as a review request. We do not fuid that the Dqnity Commissioner•s 

October 5, 2020 dea.ial of reconsideration of the September 4, 2020 Orw;rmade my additional 

dispositive findings regarding the cases at issue for which a review request was necessary or 

pertinent. Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order which; 

(1) forwarded ~o cases to other Deputy Cormnismoners and the Bar, and (2) removed Attorney 

Geib as counseJ of record for four cases before him. Attorney OeJ'b timely . appealed. The 

' AUomey Geib appealed any lindi.og by the Deputy Commissioner. that "I '1IUIPOt rq,rescru: the interest of 
Sealara Hcalthc:in in any 1t1Blters pc:ndmg before the ConunfssiOJi or which permits me to file claims 1111 counsel for 
Selltara Healthoate boforo tho Commission." Wo do not find that the Scptomber 4, 2020 Order Made thls 
determination. · 
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Corrected Order wa, the final disposition and the p~t inquiry on review. Attomey Get.o's 

letmr of October 22. 2020 was unnecessary given the procedural posture presented. Accordingly. 

we DENY the Request for Review of the October 5, 2020deaial of reconsideration. 

We address Attomey Geib's R.equesl for Review of the September 4, 2020 Ord«. Initially. 

we note the removal of Attomey Geib was a detenni.native action with obvious conclusory 

Olltcomes. Accordingly, our decision regarding the removal as counsel is not .interlocutory in 

nature. 

Reganlless. the referral of the two cases to other Depu,y Commissioners was intedooutmy 

.in nature, and lbose CflSe8 have been addressed and processed accordingly. Nonetheless. we find 

the referrals made by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins were appropriate as those case& were pend.ins 

on the dockets of other Deputy Comntissioners. Furthermore. the consideration of the refemiJs is· 

moot at thia juncture based upon the actions of the respective Deputy Commissioners as discussed 
. . . . . . . 

above.• In Been. Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated his May 2020 Order, and we denied 

interlocutory review. In Shumake, Deputy Commissioner Wilder allowed Attomey Ocib to 

withdraw. as counsel. 

Nm, we twn to the merits of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' mnoval of Attorney Geib as 

counsel for the four cases before .him. In Decetnber 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jmikfns stayed 

the Been case 1D which Attorney Oeib concurrently rq,reaented the health care provider, 

Chesapeu.e Bay Pain Management, and the cJah:nant, This directive went completely unheeded. 

Contrary to Attorney Geib's assertions, his withdrawal from a case or other activity, or an attempt . ,: . . . ': - . . . . 

. 4 Attorney <Jaib's Rtqucst for B.oview S1Bt~, "I would ~ to the Full Commiasi01J the Deputy 
Commiui@e:r's Order witli regards to the Prances Been matte:r." · · 
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to do so, was not the equivalent of complying with the initial Ordea-. Rather, it absurdly flew in 

the face of an unequivocal judicial directive. Attorney Oeib •s continued participation in attempts 

to resolve any conflict does not addn,ss the prior ,existence of the conflict. Most sisnfficantly, 

none of these efforts .comported with tbe mandate issued on December 19, 2019. 

An attorney with a pending conflict of interest cannot settle the case in which the conflict 

exists md then maintain that the conflict is mooL To accept such a proposition would allow an 

attorney engaged in unethical behavior to subvert the Rules of Professional Conduct and absolve 

himself or heaelfby effectmg a compJ'OllllM. 

In January 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins .continued his concern regarding four cases 

before him in which. Attorney Geib was counsel for Sentara Healthcare. Again, he instructed 

Attomey Oei.b to clarify the lack of conflicts with his representations of Seu.tara Healthcare in 

; various cases m~anwhile also represenfulg claimants against Sentara Healthcare in other ~ 
~ . . . 

Regardless, A~mey Geib maintainc:d his concummt representation in Shumalce. Additfonally, he 

proceeded with the Been case which bad been stayed, before different Deputy Commissioners. 

Moreover, Attorney Geib continued representation of Sentara Healtbcaie in the four cues before 
\. .. . , :· . ;· ••, • .. 

Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. Attorney Gell, proposes that since those cas.es are resolved or in 
•, ·:. 

tht, process of resolving that, therefore, no contlict exists. We disagree with this illogical rationale. 

The post ad hoc resolutian of a case does not mean that an lmpermlnlble conflict n«er 
. . . . . . ' . ' . 

existed. Most crucially, the - remain that Attorney Geib did not present to the Commission . ' . . . ' 

any client waivm or dOQ1IJ1entati.on to demonstrate compliance with the Commissi~ 's repe!Uod 
. . . . . . 

requests and the Rules of Professional Conduct. While it was not a ne<;essary dispositive finding. 
',· .. 
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we summarily adopt and inoorporate by reference the rea.vming ofJ>e.euty Commissioner Jenkins 

on October'S, 2020 as it relates to the September 4, 2020 Com,cted Order: 

The Commission is not responsible for performing conflicts of interest 
checks for ~ur practice, and to the extent tho Commission determmes it docs not 
need to condµct further inquiry in any .particular case, you should libwise not 
consider such a determination to be a finding that your onsoins representation of 
aoy parlicular client is appropriate. It is your ongoing responsibility as an attorney 
who is regularly representmg multiple parties in various lidgated matters to monitor 
for conflicts of .interest arui take appropriate action when they arise, Rule of Prof. 
Conduct l.7, Comment Nos. 3 and 9. 

For th• reasons, we affirm the decision below. 

III. Cendusion 

The Deputy Commissioner's Septmnber 4, 2020 Order concerning JCN VA00000360230 

is AFFIRMED. 

This matter is hereby rem.ovoo from the review docket. 

APPEAL · 

You may appeal this decision to the Court of Appeals of Vuginia by filing a Notice of 

Appeal with the Commission and a copy of the Notice of Appeal with the Court of Appeals of 

Virginia with.ill thirty (30) days oftbe date of this Opinion. You may obtain additional information 

concerning appeal requiremems from the Cletks' Offices of the Commission and the Court of 

AppcaJs (>fVirgirua. 
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VIRGNIA: 
IN THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

DA VlD PRUITT v. GUTTER WORKS, SOLUTIONS 
SENT ARA HEALTHCARE, Medical Provider1 

BUILDING INDUSTRY INSURANCE ASSOCIATION, Insurance Carrier 
METIS, Claim Administrator 
Jurisdiction Claim No. VA00000I09473 
Claim Administrator File No. 20090024937 
Date oflnjury: .June 18, 2009 

Judd B. Mendelson, Esquire 
For the Claimant. 

Marilyn N. Harvey, Esquire 
Katharina Alcorn, Esquire 
For the Defendants. 

Philip J. Geib, Esquire 
For Sentara Healthcare. 

Opinion by the 
COMMISSION 

Dec. 30, 2020 

REVIEW on the record by Commissioner Marshall, Commissioner Newman, -. and Chief 
Deputy Commissioner Szablewicz at Richmond, Virginia.2 

This matte.r is before the Commission on Attorney Philip J. Geib's October 5, 2020 request 

for review of Deputy Commissioner Jenkin' s September 4, 2020 Corrected Order and on Attorney 

Geib's October 22, 2020 request for review of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' October 5, 2020 

correspondence'. We AFFIRM the decision below. 

' Sentara, Sentara Healthcare, and Sentara Healthcare, Inc., as referenced in this opinion, refer to the same 
entity. 

2 Pursuant to Virginia Code§ 65.2-70S(D), the Chief Deputy Commissioner participated on this review panel 
by designation of the Chairman upon Commissioner Rapaport's recusal due to a conflict of interest. 
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I. Material Proceedings 

Attorney Geib, representing the medical provider, Sentara Healthcare, fiJed a :: claim on 

November 7, 2019. seeking an evidentiary hearing. Attorney Geib alJeged that the medical 

provider was owed an underpayment of $8,159.22 for services provided in October' 20i3. On 

January 2, 2020, the Commission advised that the Alternative Dispute Resolution Department 

determined that the matter was unresolved and ripe for a hearing. 

Pertinently, in Been v. City of Norfolk, JCN VA00000585787, an inquiry arose regarding 

Attorney Geib's concurrent representation of a claimant and a medical provider, Chesapeake Bay 

Pain Management. In Been, on December 18, 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed and 

removed from the hearing docket "all proceedings related to Mr. Geib's representation of the 

claimant and the medical provider in this matter ... pending counsel's submission of legal 

authority to ~~ti~ue such concurrent representation." The Commission denied interlocutory 

review of this Order on January 22, 2020. Attorney Geib did not respond nor request that the stay 

be lifted. The Commission file reflects that Attorney Geib continued to act upon the Been case, 

such as filing a Request for Hearing on March 23, 2020, albeit upon the docket of Deputy 

Commissioner Wise. 

With regard to the present matter in JCN VA00000109173, on January 29, 2020, the 

Commission scheduled a hearing for March 30, 2020. On January 30, 2020, Attorney Geib filed 

a Motion to withdraw the pending claim. 

By letter dated January 30, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins advised: 

This matter is before the Commission for consideration of the medical 
provider's claim filed by you on November 7, 2019 on behalf of Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc. The Commission's records indicate that you are simultaneously representing 
the interests. of claimants against Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the party ins_urer, in the 

2 
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following cases: VWC No. 2339146; VWC No. 2393253; JCN VAOOOOI345357; 
JCN VA00001434730; JCN VAOo'OOI129625; JCN VA00001060444; JCN 
VA00000770893; JCN VA00000759173; JCN VA00000754651; JCN 
VA00000754691; JCN VA00000603208; JCN VA00000670300; JCN 
VA00000635036; JCN VA00000569147; JCN VA00000199245; JCN 
VA00000236685; JCN VA00000177751; JCN VA00000362084; JCN 
VA00000497567; and JCN VA00000549871. 

Most concerning, it appears you are actively litigating in Shumake v. 
Sentara Healthcare, JCN VA00000754691, a claim on behalf of the claimant 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 's interests. That matter is currently on the 
Commission's evidentiary docket and scheduled for a hearing on March 2, 2020 
before Deputy Commissioner Wilder. 

Pursuant to Fetty v. City of Chesapeake, JCN VA00000688079 (Sep, 20, 
2016); accord Richardson v. Maryview Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 
(Jul. 9, 2018), it is necessary to detennine the appropriateness of this ongoing 
concurrent representation in this matter. Therefore, Mr. Geib is ORDERED to file 
a written response by February 10, 2020 which advises the Commission as to the 
impact of Rules 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 of the Virginia Rules of Professional 
Conduct in regard to allowing these concurrent representations before the Workers' 
Compensation Commission. 

(Emphasis. in original.) 

Attorney Geib responded on February-I 7, 2020. He maintained that he was retained by 

the medical provider to seek unpaid expenses, filed an application, and that the application was 

withdrawn on January 30, 2020. Attorney Geib continued: 

My representation of the present provider Sentara Healthcare _would not 
result. in any infonnation or disclosures of confidential material that iri any way may 
be protected by the attorney-client privilege, or any other infonnation or act to be 
detrimental to any client invoking Rule 1.6. 

I would further note that the circumstances of each claimant claim, listed in 
the first paragraph of your January 20,· 2020 Order,- are unique to those claims. In 
the past two decades, if hypothetically I have represented claimants against Sentara 
Healthcare i~ matters before the Commission, and that is notnecessariJy a conflict 
or even a .pqtential conflict of interest. The present claim for the provider Sentara 
in the above referenced matter, is a dispute over the amounts of the payment due 
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fr9lll the workers compensation insurance carrier as a result of treatment provided 
·to other injured workers subject to the Act. · 

The claims listed in the first paragraph of your January 22, 2020 Order 
involved varying matters and varying circumstances in the present matter doesn't 
involve anything that in any way that is materially adverse to the interests of the 
fonner clients or the clients where I am still listed as counsel of record. 

The facts, likewise, in the referenced claims are in no way similar and the 
issues between the present claim and the claims listed, are in no way the same, 
similar and are in fact opposite. 

The present application on behalf of the provider Sentara Healthcare in no 
way wiU affect any of the interests of the listed present or past clients and there is 
no l'isk that representation of the present provider client will be affected or limited 
or will reciprocally affect the interests of the past and present claimant's [sic]. There 
is no active, real or apparent concurrent conflicts of interest present or otherwise. 

The present matter does not represent any conflicts of interest affecting the, 
or ptherwise invoking, the Profession~l Rules as listed in your January 22, 20.2.0 
Order (as outlined above) and there are no implications involving Rule 1.10. 

On March 16, 2020, the Commissicm _issued a Notice of Continuance ... The new hearing 

date was to be determined. 

On September 4, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued a Corrected Order concerning 

numerous .cases. Pertinent. to the -matter before .us, he ordered Attorney Geib to .be-. removed as 

counsel of record for Sentara Healthcare, Inc., the medical provider, in proceedings before him 

concerning JCN VA00000109473, JCN_ VA00000165031, JCN VA00000930861, ,and JCN 

VA000003602~0 .. He explained: 

This issue before the Commission in JCN VA00O00l 09473; JCN 
V AO0000 165031; JCN VA00000930861; and JCN V A00000360230, the only 
matters currently docketed before the undersigned Deputy Commissioner, is 
whether Mr. G~ib should . be allowed. to continue -representati~n __ of . Sentara 
Healthcare, Inc. in light of his numerous identified cpncurrent representations of 
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claimants against the interests ofSentara Healthcare, Inc., which is the party insurer 
in those matters, 

We first consider the most concerning identified concurrent representation 
of Janet Shumake, the claimant in Shumake v. Sentara Healthcare, JCN 
VA00000754691. In that case, Mr. Geib represents the claimant against the 
employer, Sentara Healthcare, and the insurer, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
Concurrently, Mr. Geib is also representing the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
in medical provider applications seeking payment of medical bills in the four 
matters (JCN VA00000109473; JCN VA00000165031; JCN VA00000930861; 
and JCN VA00000360230) pending on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's 
docket. 

ln his response to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib appears to argue that 
a pending settlement of the claim he is pursuing against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
and the fact that Sentara Healthcare, Inc. never told him it did not intend to pay for 
the treatment claimed by the claimant, Shumake, somehow absolves the 
impermissible conflict he created by filing a claim against Sentara Healthcare, 
Incf.]-an entity which is also his client in the four matters pending on the 
undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. We.bold that it does not .. 

A review of the Shumake file indicates that contrary to Mr. Geib's assertion, 
as of today, the parties have not settled that matter, and Mr. Geib continues to 
represent the interests of the claimant against his client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 
On July 2, 2020, Mr. Geib filed a request to cancel the pending On-The-Record 
proceeding and have the parties' dispute transferred to the Commission's Mediation 
Docket for the parties to participate in full and final mediation. It now appears 
Mr. Geib intends to participate in a full and final mediation on behalf of the 
claimant, Shumake, against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc., his client in 
the five pending matters on the undersigned Deputy Commissioner's docket. 

In his responsive letters to the Commission's inquiry, Mr. Geib even 
acknowledged that attempting to settle the claimant's case in Shumake would likely 
cause a conflict. And despite his representation that he intended to withdraw from 
representation of the clai~ant due to $is likely conflict, Mr. Geib .continues to 
represent . the . claimant and even now seeks to participate in a full and final 
mediation to settle that case. 

i'.vfr. Geib's concurrent conflict present iri these matters does nqt fall within 
the exception provided under Rule 1.7(b) as there is no indication Sentara 
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[Healthcare], Inc. and the claimant, Janet Shumake, have consented to the conflict, 
there is no indication that such consent has been meinorialized in writing, and most 
importantly, Rule l.7(b)(3) applies as Mr. Geib is asserting a claim by his client, 
{Janet] Shumake, against his other client, Sentara Healthcare, Inc., both of whom 
he represents in different proceedings before the same tribunal. 

Mr. Geib has provided no indication that the parties waived this conflict 
prior to his entering the concurrent representation, and Mr. Geib has not provided 
any authority to support an argument that his concurrent representation of a claim 
against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. falls within some exception to Rule l . 7 of the Rules 
of Professional Conduct. For these reasons, we hoJd that Mr. Geib's simultaneous 
representations of and against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in these matters has created 
an impermissible conflict of interest in violation of Rule 1.7 of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Just [as] the Commission stated in Richardson v. Maryview 
Medical Center, JCN VA01002422994 (Jul. 9, 2018), here, we again find 
Mr. Geib's "actions raise serious concerns over loyalty to his clients, simultaneous 
representation of adverse clients, and the exercise of his professional judgment on 
behalf of one client over another." 

In similar prior matters in which Mr. Geib has not provided a satisfactory 
response to the Commission's inquires, the Commission has stayed proceedings to 
afford Mr; Geib the. opportunity to suQmit authority or otherwise to demonstrate 
how such concurrent represe11tations sh9uld be allowed in accordance with the 
Rules of Professional Conduct. 

We therefore hold the impermissible conflict of interest created by Mr. Geib's 
representation .of the claimant, [Janet] Shumake, against Sentara Healthcare, Inc. in 
JCN V A00000754691 necessitates removal of Mr. Geib from further representation 
of SentaraHealthcare, Inc. 's interests in the matters pending before the undersigned 
Peputy Commissioner. Because Mr. Geib is being disqualified from these matters, 
it is unnecessary to further detennine whether Mr. Geib's ongoing representation 
of the claimants in the other 19 matters against the interests of Sentara Healthcare, 
Inc, have also created impermissible cont1icts of interest. 

Thereafter, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins instructed each case as how to proceed on 

pending matters in light of the removal of Attorney Geib as representing Sentara Healthcare. Inc. 

Regarding JCN V A00O00 1094 73, the Deputy Commissioner directed the medical provider to 
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provide written clarification as to whether it still wished to withdraw its November 7, 2019 

Application or the pending application would be scheduled for a hearing 

Regarding the Shumake case, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins noted that the current dispute 

was pending on the docket of another Deputy Commissioner. He forwarded a copy of the order to 

Deputy Commissioner Wilder and the Office of Bar Counsel "regarding Mr. Geib's violation of 

Rule I .7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct and any further consideration they deem necessary 

in connection with Mr. Oeib's continued representation of the claimant, Janet Shumake, against 

the interests of Sentara Healthcare, Inc." in Shumake (JCN V A0000075469 l ). Deputy 

Commissioner Wilder entered an Order on September 16, 2020 allowing Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as legal counsel in Shumake. 

Similarly, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins forwarded the Order to Deputy Commissioner 

Wise for his consideration in Been (JCN V A00000585787) as the matter was pending on his 

docket. On September Ii, 2020, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated the Order he entered on 

May 12, 2020 regarding the Been matters.3 

On September 25, 2020 and October S, 2020, Attorney Geib sought clarification of the 

order. He maintained that the Deputy Commissioner had found "no present conflict of interests in 

any representation of the Provider Sentara Healthcare" in the cases of JCN VA0000968307, JCN 

2265315, and JCN 2302645. Regarding JCN VA00000I09473, Attorney Geib stated that the 

medical provider "had previously noticed to the Commission it was intending to withdraw its 

November 7, 20_19 application." 

J On October 19, 2020, the Commission denied Attorney Geib's request for interlocutory review ofDeputy 
Commissioner Wise's September 11, 2020, Order. 
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Deputy Commissioner Jenkins resp~>nded on October 5, 2020 and declined any 

reconsideration. He emphasized that the Commission had not found in any case that there were no 

present conflicts of interest regarding Attorney Geib's representation of Sentara Healthcare, Inc. 

and various claimants. 

Attorney Geib timely requested interlocutory review of the September 4, 2020 Order.4 

Most pertinently, he objected to his removal as legal counsel and maintained. that there were no 

conflicts of interest in any involved matter which would require his removal. 

On October 22, 2020, Attorney Geib responded to the October 5, 2020 correspondence 

from Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. He contended: 

To the extent that your October 5, 2020 is yet another finding and/or Order 
of the Commission that your dispositions in the Pruitt, Flores, Payne and Cooper 
claims are final Orders and/or Dispositions by the Deputy, continuing to remove 
me as Counsel for the Provider in thos.e matters, the claimant Appeals those Final 
Orders and/or that Final Dispositions of the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Commission accepted this as a Request for Review. 

II. Findings of Fact and Rulings of Law 

We begin by addressing Attorney Geib's correspondence of October 22, ·2020 that the 

Commission accepted as a review request. We do not find that the Deputy Commissioner's 

October 5, 2020 denial of reconsideration of the September 4, 2020 Order made any additional 

dispositive findings regarding the cases at issue for which a review request was necessary or 

pertinent. Deputy Commissioner Jenkins issued the September 4, 2020 Corrected Order which: 

4 Attorney Geib appealed any finding by the Deputy Commissioner that "I cannot represent the interest of 
Sentara Healthcare in any matters pending before the Commission or which permits me to file claims as counsel for 
Sentara Healthcare before the Commission." We do not find that the September 4, 2020 Order made this 
determination. 
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(I) forwarq.ed tw6 cases to other Deputy Commissioners and the Bar, and (2) removed Attorney 

Geib as counsel ofrecord for four cases before him. Attorney Geib timely appealed. The Corrected 

Order was the final disposition and the pertinent inquiry on review. Attorney Geib's letter of 

October 22, 2020 was unnecessary given the procedural posture presented. Accordingly, we 

REMOVE the October 22, 2020 letter from the review docket. 

We address Attorney Geib's request for review of the September 4, 2020 Order. Initially, 

we note the removal of Attorney Geib was a detenninative action with obvious conclusory 

outcomes. Accordingly, our decision regarding the removal as counsel is not interlocutory in 

nature. 

Regardless, the referra) of the two cases to other Deputy Commissioners was interlocutory 

in nature, and those cases have been addressed and processed accordingly. Nonetheless, we find 

the referrals made by Deputy Commissioner Jenkins were appropriate as those cases were pending 

on the dockets of other Deputy Commissioners. Furthermore, the consideration of the referrals is 

moot at this juncture based upon the actions of the respective Deputy Commissioners discussed 

above.5 In Been, Deputy Commissioner Wise vacated his May 2020 Order, and we denied 

interlocutory review. In Shumake, Deputy Commissioner Wilder allowed Attorney Geib to 

withdraw as counsel. 

Next, we tum to the merits of Deputy Commissioner Jenkins' removal of Attorney Geib as 

counsel for th~ four cases before him. In December 2019, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins stayed 

the Been case in which Attorney Geib concurrently represented the health care provider, 

5 Attorney Geib's request for review stated, "I would appeal to the Full Commission the Deputy 
Commissioner's Order with· regards to the Frances Been. matter." 
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Chesapeake Bay Pain Management, and the ~laim~t. This directive werit conipletely unheeded. 

Contrary to Attorney Geib's assertions, his withdrawal from a case or other activity. or an attempt 

to do so, was not the equivalent of complying with the initial Order. Rather, it absurdly flew in the 

face of an unequivocal judicial directive. Attorney Geib's continued participation in attempts to 

resolve any conflict does not address the prior existence of the prior conflict. Most significantly, 

none of these efforts comported with the mandate issued on December 19, 2019. 

In January 2020, Deputy Commissioner Jenkins continued his concern regarding four cases 

before him in which Attorney Geib was the legal counsel for Sentara Healthcare. Again, he 

instructed Attorney Geib to clarify the lack of conflicts with his representations of Sentara 

Healthcare in various cases meanwhile also representing claimants against Sentara Healthcare in 

other cases. Regardless, Attorney Geib maintained his concurrent representation in Shumake. 

Additionally, he proceeded with the Been case, which had been stayed, before different Deputy 

Commissioners. Moreover, Attorney Geib continued representation of Sentara Healthcare in the 

, four cases before Deputy Commissioner Jenkins. Attorney Geib proposes that since those cases 

are resoJved or in the process of resolving that, therefore, no conflict exists. We disagree with this 

illogicaJ rationale. The post ad hoc resolution of a ca.!le does not mean that an impermissible 

conflict never existed. Most crucially, the facts remain that Attorney Geib did not present to the 

Commission any client waivers or other documentation to show compliance with the 

Commission's repeated requests and the Rules of Professional Conduct. Whi1e it was not a 

dispositive ruling, we summarily adopt and incorporate by reference the reasoning rendered by 

Deputy Commissioner Jenkins on October 5, 2020 as it relates to the September 4, 2020 Corrected 

Order: 
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The Commission is not responsible for performing conflicts of interest 
checks for your practice, and to the extent the Commission detennines it does not 
need to conduct further inquiry in any particular case, you should likewise not 
consider such a determination to be a finding that your ongoing representation of 
any particular client is appropriate. It is your ongoing responsibility as an attorney 
who is regularly representing multiple parties in various litigated matters to monitor 
for conflicts of interest and take appropriate action when they arise. Rule of Prof. 
Conduct 1.7, Corm:nentNos. 3 and 9. 

For these reasons, we affirm the decision below. 

III. Conclusion 

The Deputy Commissioner's September 4, 2020 Order concerning JCN VA00000109473 

is AFFIRMED. 

This matter is hereby removed from the review docket. 

APPEAL 

You may appeal this decision to the Court of Appeals of Virginia by filing a Notice of 

Appeal with the Commission and a copy of the Notice of Appeal with the Court of Appeals of 

Virginia within thirty (30) days of the date of this Opinion. You may obtain additional information 

conceming .appeal requirements from. the Clerks' Offices of the _C.omrnission and the Court of 

Appeals of Virginia. 
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JULIE FARR v. LINCOLN PROPERTY CO 
TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO OF AMERICA, Insurance Carrier 
Jurisdiction Claim No. V A02000002 l28 
Date of Injury: October 15, 2009 

Philip J. Geib, Esquire 
For the Claimant. 

Chanda W. Stepney, Esquire 
·For the Defendants. 

Gershon Pain Specialists 
Medical provider. 

Opinion by WILLIAMS 
Commissioner 

Jan.9,2015 

REVIEW on the record by Commissioner Williams, Commissioner Marshall and 
Commissioner Newman at Richmond, Virginia. 

The claimant requests review of the Deputy Commissioner's October 24, 2014 Order 

removing Philip J. Geib, Esquire, as counsel for medical provider Gershon Pain Specialists. We 

AFFI~l\if. 

I. Material Proceedings 

On October 15, 2009, the claimant sustained injuries to both legs which the defendants 

accepted as compensable. A Medical Only Award Order was entered on November 12, 2010. 

The claimant's injuries gave rise to a third party action, and she recovered a total of $90,000 

from th~-third party on November 20, 2012. On February 4, 2013, a Third Party Order was 

entered that included the following provisions: 

Pursuant to §65.2-313, Code of Virginia, the employer/carrier is entitled to a 
credit in the amount of $54,275.58 against its liability for additional compensation 
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payments and medical expenses, after which its responsibility .to make such 
payments shall resume. 

The injured Worker remains entitled to a reimbursement 9f attorney fees and 
expenses at the rate of 48% of any additional compensation and/or medical 
entitlements as they are incurred. Such reimbursements shall be paid by the 
carrier/employer directly to the Injured Worker on a quarterly basis form the date 
of this award. The Injured Worker must provide the carrier/employer with 
medical bills when a pro rata reimbursement is sought. 

Attorney Philip J. Geib represented the claimant at the time the Third Party Order was 

entered and continues to do so at the present time. The Order was not appealed and became final 

on March 6, 2013. 

On July 18, 2014, the claimant filed a request for a hearing seeking authorization and 

payment of medical treatment provided by Gershon Pain Specialists. On September 5, 2014, 

Mr. Geib filed a letter noting he also represented Gershon Pain Specialists and indicating he 

wished to address the issue of alleged unpaid medical expenses. The Deputy Commissioner 

subsequently scheduled a telephone conference to discuss ''the Commission's concern over a 

possible 9onflict of interest between the claimant and the medical provider in regard to the 

parties' dispute over the effect of the Commission's February [4], 2013 Third Party Order." On 

October 16, 2014, counsel for the claimant also submitted a brief arguing the following: 

I am obtaining the written consent from both clients to represent them in 
the matters before the Commission given the perceived conflict and in comport 
with the rules. 

In the case at bar, I have previously noted to the Commission that the issue 
pending, with regard to the claimant, is the claimant is simply seeking, among 
other things, to have her current medic.al treatment bound to be the responsibility 
of the insurance carrier and/or employer. The employer and/or carrier has refused 
to authorize and pay for the need for ongoing medical treatment. . . The carrier 
and/or employer has taken the position that the claimant's current condition, and 
need for medical treatment, does not arise from the industrial accident. The 
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claimant_'s health care provider, Dr .. Gershon, has indicated the clairriant's 
treatment and need for medical treatment and does in fact continue to arise from 
the industdal accident. 

The claimant further seeks that her medical expenses be paid, either by the 
carrier and/or employer. The claimant agrees that she may be subject to the 
Stipulated Order related to the third-party settlement. However, the language of 
the ORDER is clear. The claimant need only present her bills to the employer 
and/or carrier and the employer and/or carrier SHALL pay unto the claimant their 
portion of the expense. The employer and/or carrier though are taking the 
position that the claimant must expend or pay such bill and provide only receipts 
for the biJI in order to receive any payment pursuant to the offset ORDER. The 
language of the Third-Party ORDER is absolutely clear. Again though, the 
employer is taking the position that the claimant's current condition, and need for 
medical treatment, resulting in the medical expense, does not arise from the 
industrial accident. 

The health care provider's position, which I have argued previously, is 
that the health care provider is entitled to payment of the outstanding medical 
expenses in full. The health care provider has a separate right of recovery, as set 
forth in the Act, and is riot directly subject to the third-party . settlement. The 
health care provider is not a party . to the third-party settlement nor did •. they 
necessarily agree or take the position that they were subject to the settlement 
ORDER. A health care provider cannot engage in collections outside the 
jurisdiction of the Virginia Workers' Compensation Commission. The.health care 
provider is not making a claim against the claimant; they are only seeking that the 
outstanding medical expenses be paid_ .by the carrier either in full or in part that 
the Deputy Commissioner may det~rinine that they are entitled to payment via the 
third-party .settlement and/or ORDER.. The health care providers are not seeki,1g 
any contribution from the claimant .in the matter pending before the Gommission. 
Therefore, per the Rules of Professional Responsibility, I am · quite able to 
represent both the health .care provider, as well as the claimant in this matter. The 
rights of both parties need to bejoined together in litigation so .that both parties 
are informed as to their individual rights ofrecovery vis a vis the c~trrier and/or 
employer. By the way, I am not acting, ap.d am representing both parties -as an 
advocate not against the claimant nor against the health care provider adverse to 
the others interests in the current claims before the Commission. 

In an Order dated October 24, 2014, the Deputy Commissioner made ~he following 

findings of fact and rulings of law: 
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Upon consideration of the arguments set forth by Mr. Geib, it is found that 
a concurrent conflict of interest exists between the claimant and the medical 
provider as a result of the medical provider's asserted claim against payments due 
the claimant via the Third Party Order. Because that Order compels the 
defendants to make pro i-ata reimbursement payments directly to the claimant, it is 
found that the medical provider's claim against those expected payments creates a 
conflict between the interests of the claimant and the medical provider. 
Therefore, we hold that Mr. Geib may not represent both the claimant and the 
medical provider in this matter. Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED that 
Philip J. Geib, Esquire be REMOVED as counsel of record for Gershon Pain 
Specialists, the medical provider in this matter. (footnotes omitted.) 

Mr. Geib filed a Request for Reconsideration on November 3, 2014, arguing that he had 

obtained written conflict of interest waivers from both the claimant and the medical provider and 

arguing, "[t]here is nothing before the Commission that provides for any claim with a medical 

provider seeking anything potentially against the interests of the claimant. Both the claimant and 

health care provider seek an OPINION vis-a-vis the employer/carrier which will define each 

parties responsibilities as to present and future medical expenses." In the event the request for 

reconsideration, was de_nied, Mr. Geib sought review by the full Commission. The Deputy 

Commissioner denied the request and the matter was referred to the review docket. 

On November 13, 2014, Mr. Geib submitted written waivers of potential conflict of 

interest from both the claimant and the medical provider. 

II. Findings of Fact and Rulings of Law. 

The Rules of Su reme Court of Vir 1 inia provide, in pertinent part: 

Part '(i, Rule I. 7, Conflict of Interest: General Rule. 

(a) ... A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: ... 

(2) there is significant risk that the representation of one or more 
clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to 
another client, a former client or a third person ... 
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(b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest ... , a 
lawyer may represent a client if each · affected client consents after 
consultation, and: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to 
provide competent and diligent representation to each affected 
client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one 
client against another client represented by the lawyer in the same 
litigation or other proceeding before a tribunal; and 

(4) the consent from the client is memorialized in writing. 

Va. Sup. Ct. R. Pt. 6, § II, R. 1.7. 

Mr. Geib is well-known and respected by this Commission, and he has obtained written 

1;onsent from both the claimant and the medical provider and avers he may represent both in the 

present matter. 

If the credit provided to the insurance carrier in the Third Party Order was exhausted, we 

could reasonably conclude there was a community of interest between the claimant and medical 

provider and Mr. Geib could represent both parties. However, since the settlement proceeds 

have not been exhausted, the provider's claim js a claim against the interests of the claimant, as a 

review of the history of Va. Code§ 65.2-313 will demonstrate. 

An employee's right to prosecute a personal injury claim against the third party 

;·esponsible for the compensable accident is subject to the employee's obligation to reimburse the 

employer. for compensation payments out of any . recovery. See Va.• Code § 65.2-309. 

1.\.pportioned between the employer and employee "as their respective interests may appear" are 
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"reasonable expenses and reasonable attorney's fees" incurred by the employee in the 

prosecution of the claim against the third party. Va. Code§ 65.2-31 l(A). 

The enactment of Va. Code § 65.2-313 resolved inequities inherent in the procedures 

~mployed for apportioning fees between employees arid employers. Prior to the enactment of 

this section, the calculation of the employers' pro rata share of attorney's fees and costs was 

premised solely upon compensation benefits paid through the date of recovery. The employer 

·Nas thereafter released from the obligation to pay compensation until the employee exhausted 

his or her net settlement proceeds in the payment of accident-related medical expenses and 

<lisability. 

Compensation the employer would have paid but for the third party recovery was 

traditionally excluded from the calculation of the employer's pro rata share of fees. This unfairly 

saddled the employee with all the attomey's fees and expenses attributable to those 

!)Ost-settlement entitlements, an inequity addressed by the Virginia Supreme Court in Circuit 

Citv Stores v. B.ower 243 Va. I 83, 413 S.E.2d 55 (1992). In Bower, the Coun considered 

whether the apportionment of the employer's share of fees should include future benefits the 

employer was relieved from paying by virtue of the recovery. The employer contested 

consideration of such benefits, arguing a trial court would rarely be able to accurately calculate 

future compensation benefits an employer would be obligated to pay over the life of a claim. 

Therefore, the employer argued, apportioning fees should be based upon those benefits actually 

paid, not prospective entitlements which would necessarily require the trial court to indulge in 

gross speculation. Id, at 186-87, 413 S.E.2d at56-57. 
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The Court rejected the employer's argument reasoning that the third-party recovery 

benefited the employer by both the recovery of compensation previously paid and the release of 

the obligation to pay future benefits. The Court found "no rational distinction between the 

benefit an employer enjoys from being reimbursed for compensation payments already made and 

the benefit of being released from the obligation to make future compensation payments." Id. at 

187, 413 S.E.2d at 57 (quoting Sheris v. Travelers Ins. Co .• 491 F.2d 603, 606 (4 th Cir. 1974)). 

The Court held that the calculation of the employer's pro rata share of fees should take into 

account the sum of pre-recovery payments actually made and post-recovery payments the 

employer would have made but for the recovery. 

Virginia Code § 65.2-313, enacted the year following Bower, balanced the interests of 

both employers and employees as to the payment of fees on post-recovery entitlements.1 The 

prescribed formula serves dual purposes: addressing the inequity of pro rating fees solely on 

pre-recovery payments . and relieving the trial court from the burden of divining future 

compe.nsation payments the employer was released from paying. 2 While § 65 .2-313. does not 

relieve employees of the obligation to pay post-recovery entitlements out of their net settlen.ient 

proceeds, it .obligates employers to pay employees the proportionate share of attorney's fees and 

.i:rosts ·a~ributable to • each such entitlement. As a consequence, employees are not saddled with 

fees for a recovery which ultimately benefits the employer, and the employer is only obligated to 

pay fees on actual entitlements the employer is relieved from paying due to the settlement. 

1 Va. Code § 65.2-313 is entitled, "Method of determining employer's offset in event of recovery under 
§ 65.2-309 or § 65.2-31 O." 

2 Va. Code§ 65.2-313 references "further entitlement" defined l1S "compensation and expenses for medical, 
surgical and hospital attention and funeral expenses to which the claimant is entitled under the provisions of this 
title, which entitlements are related to the injury for which the third-party recovery was effected," 
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An employer's obligation to pay an employee is triggered by the employee incurring any 

:,pecific "further entitlement" set out in Va. Code § 65.2-313. As to medical expenses, 

§ 65.2-313 inexorably ties the employer's obligation to reimburse an employee to those 

injury-related bills the employee actually pays. For as long as an employee retains the settlement 

proceeds, his or her interests are aligned with those of the employer in minimizing medical 

paymerits, thus preserving settlement proceeds and reducing fe!;! reimbursements. However, the 

employee's interests are in inherent conflict with the health care provider, whose interest is to 

receive payment in full. 

Since Gershon Pain Specialists is asserting a claim against the interests of the claimant, 

we agree with the Deputy Commissioner that Mr. Geib cannot represent the medical provider. 

ID. Conclusion 

The Deputy Commissioner's October 24, 2014 Order is AFFIRMED. 

This matter is hereby removed from the review docket. 

APPEAL 

Because this is an interlocutory issue, there is no right of appeal to the Court of Appeals 

qf Virginia until the Commission has issued a final decision in this case. 
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Opinion by NEWMAN 
Commissioner 

Sept. 20, 2016 

REVIEW by Commissioner Marshall, Commissioner Newman, and Deputy 
Commissioner Burkholder at Richmond, Virginia. 1 

Claimant's counsel requests interlocutory review of the Deputy Commissioner's January 21, 

2016 Order directing counsel's law firm to disclose concurrent representation by its attorneys of 

claimants and Wardell Orthopedics P.C. Counsel seeks dismissal of the Order and entry of a 

writ of prohibition. We VACA TE the Order and DENY the request for a writ. 

I. Material Proceedings 

The claimant sustained an injury to his left shoulder on November 1, 2012, when he fell 

off a ladder while responding to a fire. The defendants accepted the injury as compensable. On 

1 Pursuant to Va. Code § 65.2-705(D), the Deputy Commissioner participated on this review panel by 
designation of the Chairman. 
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February 13, 2013, an Award Order was entered providing for temporary total disabi1ity benefits 

and medical benefits for the "left shoulder including acromioclavicular joint and rotator cuff 

tear." The claimant filed an additional claim on March 2, 2014, while acting pro se. 

On July 21 , 2014, Attorney Philip J. Geib filed a Notice of Representation with the 

Commission. Claims filed on July 22, August 27, September 30, and December 10, 2014, 

clarified the relief sought. The claims were adjudicated by an on-the-record hearing, and an 

Opinion was issued on May 13, 2015 . The claimant subsequently filed a permanency claim, 

which was resolved by the mutual agreement of the parties. On October 13, 2015, the 

Commission entered an Award Order providing for permanent partial disability benefits and 

temporary partial disability benefits beginning August 14, 2014. 

On April 17, 2015, counsel for the claimant filed notice that he was representing Wardell 

Orthopaedics, PC (the "medical provider"), alleging that only partial payment had been received 

for services rendered to the claimant, and seeking payment in full. On June 26, 2015, the 

defendants submitted a written statement indicating the contested medical bills were "paid 

pursuant to payment recommendation[s] received from Coventry" and "in accordance with the 

provider's Physician Group Agreement." 

The medical provider claim was docketed for a hearing on January 21, 2016.2 At the 

outset of the hearing, the Deputy Commissioner confirmed that counsel's law finn (the "Firm") 

was representing both the claimant and the medical provider, and asked counsel to discuss the 

firm's concurrent representation. The Deputy Commissioner stated that because "we don't know 

today that the parties may decide to talk settlement in the future" which presented "the potential 

2 Adam B. Shall, Esquire, who formerly practiced law with Mr. Geib, represented the medical provider at 
the evidentiary hearing. 
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for a risk" of an impermissible conflict, and asked counsel to "address how there can be an 

assurance that in the future, in any claimant's situation, there's not going to be a discussion of 

settlement." (Tr. 3, 4.) Counsel responded that the only issue presently before the Commission 

was payment for services already rendered, there was not going to be a discussion of settlement 

at the evidentiary hearing, and asked the Deputy Commissioner to limit the discussion regarding 

concurrent representation to the present claim. 

The Deputy Commissioner ultimately decided not to allow the evidentiary hearing to go 

forward, citing his concerns that: 

[Y]ou're representing ... numerous claimants out there who are treating with 
Dr. Wardell .... And so what about those concurrent representations? It doesn't 
matter if it's not in the same case. You may have differing interests between 
Dr. Wardell and those claimants in all your other cases that cause conflicts. 

(Tr. 9.) 

After the hearing was closed, the Deputy Commissioner issued an Order on January 21, 

2016 directing the firm to disclose all cases where it represented claimants who were receiving 

or had received treatment from the medical provider. The firm was also required to "specify for 

each such concurrent representation any known or potential conflicts between these claimants 

and Wardell Orthopaedics, PC as well as any argument the Firm may have as to why it should 

be allowed to continue in these concurrent representations." Lastly, the Deputy Commissioner 

ordered the firm to address the concerns raised at the hearing regarding the impact of the 

Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct and public policy concerns. 

Counsel filed a Request for Reconsideration on February 3, 2016, and asked that in the 

alternative it be considered a request for interlocutory review. Counsel also requested a stay of 
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the January 21, 2016 Order, entry of a writ of prohibition against the Deputy Commissioner, and 

that the Deputy Commis.sioner recuse himself from further cases involving the firm until the 

issue of concurrent representation of medical providers and claimants was settled. Counsel 

argued that the claimant and medical provider were being represented in separate and distinct 

matters, the Order was not relevant to the issues to be addressed at the evidentiary hearing, the 

Deputy Commissioner erred by finding concurrent representation created an unwaivable conflict 

of interest, and that the finn would recognize if an impermissible conflict arose and take the 

correct action. In addition, counsel argued the Order was unduly burdensome and that the firm 

could not "ascertain 'potential' future conflicts in each and every file ... simply because a 

claimant may have treated with any particular healthcare provider." 

The Deputy Commissioner declined to recuse himself from the case, but granted the 

Request for Reconsideration and allowed for written statements to be filed. In a responsive 

written statement dated February 24, 2016, counsel stated the only issue in the present medical 

provider claim was payment of underpaid medical bills, which did not implicate or present any 

risk to the claimant. In addition, he contended the Order improperly addressed future scenarios 

that had not yet occurred, that the Order was unduly burdensome and exceeded the Deputy 

Commissioner's jurisdiction. On March 4, 2016, the Deputy Commissioner issued an Order 

staying the proceedings pending interlocutory review by the full Commission. The full 

Commission heard oral argument on April 29, 2016.3 

3 At oral argument, counsel stated he was no longer seeking an order recusing the· Deputy Commissioner 
from adjudicating future claims in which representation of a medical provider was implicated, and conceded the 
Deputy Commissioner was not exceeding his authority or jurisdiction by seeking more information about concurrent 
representation in the present matter. 
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II. Findings of Fact and Rulings of Law 

The Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct adopted by the Virginia State Bar prohibit 

concurrent representation of clients if their interests are directly adverse. Concurrent 

representation is also prohibited if ''there is a significant risk that the representation of one or 

more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's responsibility to another client, a former 

client or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer." Va. Sup. Ct. R., Pt. 6, § II, 

R. l.7(a)(2). However, if the attorney's clients are advised about the possibility of a concurrent 

conflict of interest, and consent is memorialized in writing, the lawyer may represent both clients 

if: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide 
competent and diligent representation to each affected client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; [and] 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client 
against another client represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other 
proceeding before a tribunal. 

Id. at R. 1.7(6)(1),(2),(3). 

With regards to former clients, a lawyer "shall not thereafter represent another person in 

the same or a substantially related matter in which that person's interests are materially adverse 

to the interests of the former client" unless both clients consent after consultation. Id. at 

R. l .9(a). A subsequent claim or case will be considered the same 'matter' if it involves similar 

facts. The matter will be deemed substantially related if the issues raised are '"identical' or 

'essentially the same."' Neuharth v. Ouinn, 23 Va. Cir. 252,256 (1991) (citation omitted). 
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The Virginia Rules of Professional Responsibility do not contain an explicit procedure 

for disqualification of an attorney or for determining if an impermissible conflict of interest is 

present. If the issue is raised, however, a tribunal "has an independent duty to resolve the 

matter." Id. at 257. However, "anxiety or subjective judgement ... are not the basis for which 

[a tribunal] can grant disqualification." Brookside Dev. LLC v. Fauquier Water & Sanitation 

Auth., 68 Va. Cir. 76, 77 (2005). The Court must examine the specific circumstances of each 

case. "[D]isqualification is a serious matter which cannot be based on imagined scenarios of 

conflict," and doing so requires a high standard of proof. Id. 

In Samuels v. Commonwealth, No. 2849-09-3 (Va. Ct. App. Nov. 30, 2010), the Court of 

Appeals of Virginia held that if the issue of a conflict was raised, it had a duty to determine if 

"there was an actual conflict of interest" and if that conflict adversely affected the interests of the 

attorney's clients. "[A] potential conflict of interest does not amount to an actual conflict of 

interest unless there is a 'significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be 

materially limited."' Id. (quoting Va. Sup. Ct. R. Pt. 6, § II, R. I. 7(a)(2). If the clients' 

"interests are not directly adverse and there is no significant risk that the representation . . . will 

be materially limited . . . there is no concurrent conflict of interest." Wright v. Kincheloe, 

81 Va. Cir. 277,281 (2010). 

We address first that portion of the Deputy Commissioner's Order directing the Firm to 

disclose all cases where its clients were or had received treatment from the medical provider. 

We agree with counsel that these provisions of the Order were overbroad. While a tribunal has a 

duty to investigate the issue if it believes a concurrent conflict of interest has arisen in a case 

being adjudicated, this must be done on a case-by-case basis. 
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The Deputy Commissioner expressed concern that prior representation of a claimant or 

the medical provider could lead to a significant risk that representation of other clients in the 

future would be materially limited. However, the fact that one claimant sought treatment from 

the medical provider is not sufficient to render a claim filed by a subsequent claimant the same 

"matter." Although the medical provider in this case may provide similar treatment, the 

circumstances of each claimant's accident and injury are separate. The mere fact that a client 

received medical treatment from the provider does not make the parties adverse. 

There are many circumstances where an impermissible conflict could develop due to the 

Firm's representation of both the medical provider and a claimant. See Farr v. Lincoln Propertv 

Co., JCN VA02000002128 (Jan. 9, 2015) (holding the existence of a third-party settlement 

created an impermissible conflict of interest between the claimant and medical provider). 

However, mere "imagined scenarios of conflict" are not sufficient to create a concurrent conflict 

of interest. Requiring the Finn to disclose all cases where a claimant sought treatment from the 

medical provider, as well as what conflicts could potentially develop, would not aid the Deputy 

Commissioner in determining if a conflict is actually present and if recusal by counsel was 

required. It is the circumstances of each case, at the time the claim is being adjudicated, that 

must be analyzed. 

The Deputy Commissioner does, however, have the right and the obligation to investigate 

if a conflict is present in the current matter. There was no error in requiring counsel to address 

issues raised by its' representation of both the claimant and the medical provider in this case

specifically if such representation would create a substantial risk that such representation would 

be limited. The Commission has previously determined that the claimant sustained compensable 
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injuries and is entitled to medical and indemnity benefits. The claim filed by the medical 

provider involves a dispute over the amount of payment due, and the potential implications of an 

alleged contract between the provider and the insurer. Neither the provider nor the insurer claim 

the treatment is the responsibility of the claimant. Although this is the same 'matter,' the issues 

raised are neither identical or substantially the same. We do not find that there is presently a 

concurrent conflict of interest so as to limit counsel's represen_tation of the medical provider or 

the claimant. 

The Deputy Commissioner also expressed concern that if the defendants and the claimant 

were to settle the case, the interests of the medical provider could be implicated. At present, 

settlement negotiations are an "imagined scenario or conflict" and it would be improper to opine 

as to whether concurrent representation can continue. Settlement negotiations can take many 

forms, and the issues will be different in each case. We simply cannot determine if future, 

unknown circumstances will cause a conflict until such circumstances arise. 

We find the portion of the Deputy Commissioner's Order requiring the Firm to disclose 

all clients who have treated with the medical provider overbroad. In addition, we find counsel 

has provided sufficient explanation regarding why his representation of both the claimant and the 

medical provider in the present dispute sufficient to demonstrate there is no concurrent conflict 

of interest, The evidentiary hearing on the medical provider claim may proceed. 

III. Conclusion 

The Order below is VACATED, Counsel is not required to disclose to the Deputy 

Commissioner all claimants it is presently representing who have received treatment from the 

medical provider. We also find no concurrent conflict of interest has been created by counsel's 
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representation of both the medical provider and the claimant. The evidentiary hearing may 

proceed. However, the Deputy Commissioner did not act outside his jurisdiction in ordering 

counsel to disclose and discuss the implications of dual representation with regards to this specific 

case. Accordingly, the request for a writ of prohibition is DENIED. 

This matter is hereby removed from the review docket. 

Because this is an interlocutory matter, no right of appeal to the Court of Appeals of 

Virginia will exist until the Commission issues a final decision in this case. 
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